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Resumo

Linhas de produtos de software estão emergindo como um paradigma de desenvolvimento
viável e como um importante aliado que permite às empresas realizar melhorias de ordem de
magnitude em tempo de mercado, custo, produtividade, qualidade e outros direcionadores de
negócio. No entanto, a evolução de uma linha de produtos é arriscada, porque pode afetar muitos
produtos e seus respectivos clientes. Neste contexto, ao evoluir uma linha de produtos para
introduzir novas funcionalidades ou para melhorar a sua concepção, é importante garantir que os
produtos existentes tenham o mesmo comportamento após a evolução. Ferramentas típicas de
refatoração não podem garantir a preservação de comportamento dos produtos, porque o contexto
de linha de produtos vai além de código. As linhas de produtos abrangem artefatos adicionais,
tais como modelo de f eatures e modelo de configurações. Além disso, geralmente tem que
lidar com um conjunto de artefatos alternativos que não constituem um programa bem-formado.
Portanto, ferramentas de refatoração existentes podem introduzir mudanças comportamentais ou
invalidar configurações de produtos. Analisar essas evoluções de artefatos manualmente podem
gastar muito tempo e levar a defeitos, comprometendo os benefícios de linhas de produtos de
software acima mencionados. Na literatura, encontramos algumas abordagens de força bruta que
se movem na direção de superar esses desafios. Elas implementam aproximações práticas de uma
teoria de refinamento de linhas de produtos de software. No entanto, elas são imprecisas e gastam
um tempo substancial para verificar incompatibilidades comportamentais entre as evoluções. Em
contraste, uma alternativa otimizada foca na verificação de compatibilidade comportamental
apenas das classes modificados durante a evolução. Isto leva a uma redução no tempo, fazendo
com que a abordagem seja mais rápida quando comparado com outras abordagens propostas.
Este procedimento melhora o desempenho, mas por outro lado, diminui a precisão. Portanto,
neste trabalho, propomos estratégias para aumentar a precisão dessas abordagens otimizadas.
Primeiramente implementados uma estratégia ao qual analisa as classes em uma hierarquia mais
próxima do usuário, o que pode melhor determinar se a evolução preserva comportamento. Além
disso, integramos uma nova ferramenta de geração de teste para o nosso conjunto de ferramentas,
que tem uma heurística eficiente para orientar a sua busca por testes de maior qualidade. Neste
trabalho, nós combinamos essas duas referidas abordagens com duas ferramentas de teste e
fazemos comparações em relação ao desempenho e precisão. Elas são avaliadas em cenários
concretos de evolução de duas linhas de produtos. A primeira linha de produtos gera testes
funcionais a partir de especificações de casos e a segunda gerencia mídia em dispositivos móveis.
Como resultado, nossas estratégias descobriram que algumas transformações introduziram
mudanças comportamentais. Além disso, melhorou o desempenho e alcançou precisões mais
elevadas.



Palavras-chave: Linhas de Produtos de Software, Evolução de Linha de Produto, Ferramentas
de Checagem, Refatoração, Refinamento, Evolução Segura.



Abstract

Software product lines are emerging as a viable and important development paradigm
allowing companies to realize order-of-magnitude improvements in time to market, cost, produc-
tivity, quality, and other business drivers. However, evolving a product line is risky because a
change in a single artifact might affect many products and their corresponding customers. In
this context, when evolving a product line to introduce new features or to improve its design,
it is important to ensure that the evolution preserves the observable behavior of the existing
products. Typical program refactoring cannot guarantee behavior preservation because the
product line context goes beyond code. Product lines encompass additional artifacts such as
feature models and configuration knowledge. Additionally, we usually have to deal with a set of
alternative assets that does not constitute a well-formed program. Therefore, existing program
refactoring tools may introduce behavioral changes or invalidate existing product configurations.
The manual analysis of the evolution of these artifacts are tiresome and ineffective, causing
defects remain unsolved and compromising the aforementioned benefits of software product
lines. In the literature, we found some force-brute approaches that move toward overcoming
these challenges. They implement practical approximations of a refinement theory of software
product lines. However, they are inaccurate and spend a substantial time to check behavioral
incompatibilities between the evolutions. In contrast, an alternative optimized approach focus on
testing for behavioral compatibility only the modified assets during the evolution. This leads to
a reduction on time, making the approach faster when compared to other proposed ones. This
approach improves performance, but on the other hand, decreases accuracy. Therefore, in this
work we propose strategies for increasing precision of these optimized approaches. We first
implemented a strategy, which analyzes classes in a hierarchy closest to the user, which might
better determine if the evolution preserves behavior. In addition, we integrated a new automatic
test generation tool to our toolset, which has an efficient heuristic to guide its search for quality
tests. In this work, we combine these two previously mentioned approaches with two testing tools
and compare them regarding performance and accuracy. We apply them in concrete evolution
scenarios from two different product lines. The first product line generates functional tests from
use case specifications and the second one manages media on mobile devices. As a result, our
strategies found that some transformations introduced behavioral changes. Furthermore, they
improved performance and achieved higher accuracies.

Keywords: Software Product Lines, Product Line Evolution, Checking tools, Refactoring,
Refinement, Safe Evolution.
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1
Introduction

The software industry aims to provide high quality custom applications to the users,
attending to their needs. Over the years, individual companies have developed a series of
similar applications that share a lot of functionality customized in accordance with customers’
requirements. Given this trend, software industries face a new development challenge in creating
and maintaining a chain of related products. Furthermore, leveraging and reusing commonalities
among these products is useful to gain large-scale productivity, decrease time-to-market, and
improve the individual app quality [30]. Software Product Lines (SPL’s) have been shown to be a
successful approach to this type of software development, allowing software engineers to design
and build families of products [30, 113, 138, 57]. This development paradigm has received
considerable attention from industry and the software research community. It demonstrates how
to improve development of products through reuse management. Moreover, how to respond
quickly and effectively to market opportunities enhancing the ability to move into new markets
[30, 64]. “Organizations of all types and sizes have discovered that a Software Product Line
strategy, when skillfully implemented, can produce many benefits and give the organizations a
competitive edge” [64].

However, evolving a product line is risky. In addition, we have to deal with artifacts as
well as assets. Like feature models (see Section 2.1.1) and configuration knowledge (see Section
2.1.2) that enable products generation, and they should all be changed consistently. Assets
represent a variety of reusable artifacts used in all parts of the software lifecycle and incorporate
all the variability of a Software Product Line. Assets are all classic components used to develop
software and artifacts are particular compmonents used in the development of software product
line, like feature model and configuration knowledge. In this context, when evolving a Software
Product Line to introduce new features or to improve its assets design, it is important to ensure
that the evolution preserves the observable behavior of existing products. We capture this notion
of safe evolution by a theory of product line refinement (see Section 2.2), which guarantees
that the generated products after a product line evolution are behaviorally correspondent to the
products generated before the evolution.
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1.1 Problem

Developers often evolve Software Product Lines without tool support for attesting
behavior preservation. Even worse than that, they rely on typical refactoring tools for single
programs, such as those we find in Eclipse [107] and NetBeans [32]. Typical program refactoring
cannot guarantee behavior preservation because the product line context goes beyond code.
Product lines encompass additional artifacts such as feature models and configuration knowledge.
These tools check a number of behavior-preserving preconditions of the modified assets during
evolution. However, they may perform incorrect refactorings [132]. Additionally, we usually
have to deal with a set of alternative assets that does not constitute a well-formed program [22].
Therefore, existing program refactoring tools may introduce behavioral changes or invalidate
existing product configurations. The manual analysis of the evolution of these artifacts are
tiresome, ineffective, causing defects remain unsolved, and compromising the Software Product
Lines benefits.

It is desirable to have tool support for warning developers when the evolution is unsafe.
For instance, we might forget to include an entry in the configuration knowledge, include
incompatible entries, or make wrong associations between features and assets. This problem
might be difficult to check manually. As the product line grows, it becomes more difficult to
check the evolutions by hand. In addition, feature model and configuration knowledge might
become too complex and product generation turns out to be impractical. A product line may
scale up to a point where it is unmanageable to generate hundreds or thousands of products
and identify exactly which ones do not work properly. Changes to assets can also introduce
behavioral changes to existing products. We provide further explanations of safe evolution and
behavioral changes in Section 2.4. Formally verifying refactorings is indeed a challenge [123].
Currently, we need a more practical way to handle with erroneous transformations in refactoring
tools. In this context, supposedly safe evolution scenarios turn up to be unsafe, inappropriately
changing the behavior of existing products and negatively affecting customers’ satisfaction and
development productivity.

In the literature, we found several works that move toward product lines evolution
[42, 102, 4, 3, 79, 26, 31]. Members of our research group have proposed some of these works.
For instance, developers could use a catalogue for SPL evolution transformations [102], in the
same way that object-oriented single program refactoring catalogues are available in current
development environments. However, in many practical contexts, catalogue driven evolution is
not appealing. Another work uses force-brute approaches that move toward overcoming these
challenges, generating tests for potentially impacted products [42]. They implement practical
approximations of a refinement theory of Software Product Lines (see Section 2.2). However,
they are inaccurate and spend a substantial time to check behavioral incompatibilities between
the evolutions. In contrast, an alternative optimized approach entitled Impacted Classes (IC),
focus on testing for behavioral compatibility only the modified assets during the evolution. This
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leads to a reduction on time, making the approach faster when compared to other proposed
ones [42]. This approach improves performance, but on the other hand, they are immature and
decreases precision. Therefore, we have a well-defined problem, but the strategies proposed in
the literature to solve them are incomplete and unsound.

1.2 Proposed Solution

To overcome these aforementioned problems, we propose strategies for increasing preci-
sion of the optimized approaches proposed in [42]. As a basis for the implementations, we use a
formal definition of product line refinement for approximating the behavior-persevering checking.
We aim to check if the evolved product line is able to generate products that behaviorally match
the original products. Our approaches compares two versions of a product line, before (source)
and after (target) the changes, using automatically generated tests to evaluate if observable
behavior of the source products match observable behavior of correspondent target products.
Moreover, our tools also check well-formedness [22] of the target version for ensuring that the
potential products are valid. To compare the behavior of products before and after the evolution
scenarios, we use an adapted version of SAFEREFACTOR [132], a tool for detecting behavioral
changes.

In practice, checking whether the target product lines generate products with compatible
behavior to the original ones may be overly time consuming in product lines with a large
number of products configurations. Therefore, instead of analyzing all products, we could
improve performance using an optimized approach to verify only the modified classes during
evolution. This approach has been already proposed and evaluated in [42]. It focuses on testing
for behavioral compatibility only the changed classes. This approach optimizes the evolution
analysis, since it does not evaluate whole products.

Nevertheless, we may lose precision with Impacted Classes, since local changes in OO
classes may indirectly affect other ones. This approach only focuses on modified assets without
taking into account all the contexts where the product line access them. This might lead to
false-negatives, i.e. the approach reports that the behavior of at least one product is unpreserved,
when in fact, the behavior of all products are preserved. In this context, we propose an approach
entitled Extended Impacted Classes (EIC), which goes beyond focusing on changed classes
without taking into account all the contexts. Instead of checking the modified classes, we are
interested on its backward dependencies, because the upper classes might camouflage a local
behavior change. For instance, it might happen when during maintenance, a developer removes
contracts double implemented on higher-up classes or when a local change produces behavioral
changes to itself without spreading out this behavioral change to the upper method call hierarchy.

The other part of this work move toward of adding a better tool for test generation.
The approaches proposed in [42] use a version of SAFEREFACTOR (see Section 2.3) with
RANDOOP, an open source tool that automatically generates unit tests for Java classes [111].
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RANDOOP generates unit tests using feedback-directed random testing, a technique that improves
random test generation by incorporating feedback obtained from previously executed tests. A
fundamental limitation of random testing is its lack of a clear stopping criterion. RANDOOP does
not directly aim at code coverage, and consequently does not always achieve good coverage of
the classes under test. Note that achieving lower coverage, likely leads to lesser chance of finding
behavior incompatibilities [149, 50]. To overcome this limitation, we integrated EVOSUITE [49]
to our toolset, particularly because it has an efficient heuristic approach to guide its search for
quality tests. EVOSUITE implements a special feature, the whole test suite generation: a novel
paradigm in which whole test suites are generated with the aim of achieving all coverage goals
while keeping the suite size as small as possible [48, 49]. This approach has several advantages,
as for example, the number of infeasible targets in the code does not affect its effectiveness. As a
result, our work consists of a novel approach to check evolutions, the Extended Impacted Classes
(see Section 3.3) and the integration of EVOSUITE to our toolset (see Section 3.5). Additionally,
we have the Impacted Classes approach and RANDOOP as another automatic testing generation
tool. Therefore, we can combine them in four optimized approaches for checking product
line evolutions: IC-RANDOOP, EIC-RANDOOP, IC-EVOSUITE and EIC-EVOSUITE. We apply
these four approaches to evolution steps for making sure they are able to identify the unsafe
modifications. We evaluate1 them in 38 evolution scenarios of two Software Product Lines
ranging up to 32 KLOC. We first studied TaRGeT [103], a product line of test generation tools. It
generates functional tests in different formats from use case specifications written in a structured
language. We also analyzed MobileMedia [43], a product line that manipulate photos, music,
and video on mobile devices.

In our analysis, we estimate how often our approaches can lead to false-positives and
false-negatives to understand in what situations they may happen. We also statically compare the
performance of the four approaches and we analyze if the time spent for checking evolutions is
significantly different between them. In addition, to be able to check which test generation tool is
better regarding code coverage, we also statically compare code coverage of the four approaches.
The outcomes show that no approach strongly stands out, each one is better in different scenarios.
IC outperforms EIC when the latter has to expose failures in structurally complex objects and
EIC surpass the former in masked-change situations (see Setion 3.3). On the other hand, our
experimental sample shows that EVOSUITE definitely outperforms RANDOOP. When the former
fail, the latter do as well.

1.3 Summary of Contributions

The main contributions of this research are the following:

1All results and material related to this experiment are available at http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜jra

http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~jra
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• First, to extend the work proposed in [42], we had to apply refactoring in the evolution-
checking toolset. We performed some changes to its internal structure to make it easier to
understand and cheaper to modify without changing its observable behavior. The applied
changes were essential for improving code readability and reducing complexity to achieve
maintainability and extensibility of the source code.

• Design and implementation of strategies for improving precision of optimized ap-
proaches when checking safe evolution of Software Product Lines (see Chapter 3).

• An experiment to estimate how often our approaches can lead to false-positives and
false-negatives to understand in what situations they may happen. Our experimental subjects
consist of 38 concrete evolution scenarios from two different product lines. We randomly
selected 35 evolution scenarios from TaRGeT product line and 3 from MobileMedia. We apply
our approaches to these evolution scenarios for statically compare their performance and analyze
if the time spent for checking evolutions is significantly different between them. In addition, we
statically compare their code coverage data to check which test generation tool is better regarding
coverage (see Chapter 4).

1.4 Outline

We organize the remainder of this work as follows:

• Chapter 2 reviews essential concepts used throughout this work.

• Chapter 3 presents strategies for improving precision of the optimized approaches when
checking safe evolution of Software Product Lines.

• Chapter 4 describes experiment details and evaluation process of the approaches. Addi-
tionally, it presents the statistical analyses, experiment outcomes and their interpretation.

• Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of this work, discusses related and future work,
and presents our conclusions.
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2
Background

In this chapter we review essential concepts relevant to the understanding of this work.
First, in Section 2.1, we discuss Software Product Lines (SPLs), as an approach for developing
family of products. In this context, we detail Feature Models in Section 2.1.1 and Configuration
Knowledge in Section 2.1.2, as the artifacts responsible for the automatic generation of products.
Furthermore, we briefly describe the Safe Composition Theory in Section 2.1.3, which guarantees
all potential generated products are well-formed. After that, in Section 2.2 we present the Theory
of Software Product Line Refinement, which we use as bases of our optimizations. In Section
2.3, we discuss how SAFEREFACTOR tests for behavioral compatibility the affected assets during
evolution. In Section 2.4, we characterize what can be a behavioral change in a context of
software product lines. Finally, in Section 2.5, we describe existing approaches for checking
product line evolutions. First, in Subsection 2.5.1 we present the brute-force approaches, which
are intuitive, but spend a substantial time to do the checking. After that, in Subsection 2.5.2
we present the optimized approaches, which contains further optimizations for reducing the
performance cost of checking product line refinements.

2.1 Software Product Lines

Currently, software developers and testers are facing a difficult challenge for developing
and maintaining software system to industry as a result of changes in market and customers’
requirements. For software developers to remain in the highly competitive software developing
industry, they need to produce quality software that fulfils customers’ satisfaction. It is expensive
and time consuming to design and develop software for a single system that satisfies the need
of just a single customer [30, 39, 124]. As a result of constraints of time and cost involved
in developing software for a single system and specific customer, this leads to the concept of
product family development which satisfies diversity of customers’ needs [25].

Clements and Northrop [1] define a product line “as a set of software-intensive systems
that share a common, managed set of features satisfying the specific needs of a particular market
segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed
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way”. In this context, core assets means any artifact used to instantiate more than one product.
Notice that these assets can be of many kinds, such as classes, aspects [76], requirements, test
cases, which are composed in different ways to build a product. The product line approach
enables the generation of related software products from reusable assets, bringing an increase in
productivity [113], [85]. Additional advantages of adopting the software product line approach
are outlined below:

• Reduction of development costs : when artifacts are reusable in several different
products, this implies a cost reduction for each product, since there is no need to develop such
components from scratch. However, there is a cost associated with the beginning of the SPL
design. In other words, before building final products, it is necessary firstly to design and
implement the core assets so that we can reuse them. This way, before having one single product,
we already have an upfront investment. Empirical studies reveal that the upfront investments to
design a SPL from scratch usually pay off around three products [17], [1].

• Enhancement of quality : the core assets of a product line are reused in many products.
In this way, they are tested and reviewed many times, which means that there is a higher chance
of detecting faults and correcting them, which improves the quality of the products;

• Reduction of time-to-market : initially, the time-to-market of the product line is high,
because the core assets must be developed first. After that, the time-to-market is reduced, because
many previously developed components might be reused for each new product.

Despite all benefits aforementioned, evolution in a software product line is complicated
by the fact that evolution of a single asset might affect many other assets and multiple products
[64]. Below, we present a list of reasons described in a technical report [90] why evolving
product line assets is risky.

• Many relationships exist among assets in the asset base of a software product line, such
as the relationship between the goals in the business case and the structure of the production
plan.

• Creating a product involves the use of many assets, some of which might be derivations
of other assets such as the instantiation of the production plan template.

• One asset might constrain the design or structure of another such as the constraints on
the architecture that originate in the business case.

• Changes made to one asset are propagated to other assets such as when changes to the
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Figure 2.1: Graphical representation for feature models.

business case result in changes to the architecture and production plan.

To enable the automatic generation of products from assets, product lines often rely on
artifacts such as Feature Models [14] and Configuration Knowledge [34]. We explain these
artifacts in more details in the sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respectively.

2.1.1 Feature Models

Software product lines are conceived for the efficient and systematic creation of software
products. This aim could not be achieved if software reuse is not planned and controlled. A
product that is a part of a product line is created based on the reuse of existing assets. Some of
these assets are common to other products in the same product line and some others are specific
for individual products. Therefore, a fundamental artifact in this context is a model to capture
and express variabilities and commonalities among different products. Feature models (FM) are
recognized in the literature to be one of the most important contributions to software product line
engineering [14, 34]. A key task in software product line engineering is to capture commonalities
and variabilities among products [82] and feature models are used for this purpose. Features are
organized in models, with the representation based on the Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis
(FODA) [73] approach being the most common. This model consists of a diagram detailing a
hierarchical decomposition of features, with a specific notation for each kind of relationship
between them:

• Mandatory: The feature must exist in all products generated by the product line, like
depicted in the first model in Figure 2.1. Every time the feature Media is selected, feature
Music must necessarily be selected as well. Mandatory features are represented in feature
models as a box with a filled circle on the top .

• Optional: The feature may exist in some products, like in the second feature model in
Figure 2.1. In the example, when feature Media is selected, feature Music may be selected or
not. However, the feature Music can only be selected if feature Media is selected. Optional
features are graphically represented in feature models as a box with an empty circle on the top.
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• Alternative (Xor): Features in the group are mutually exclusive and one, and only
one, of them must be selected. In the third feature model in Figure 2.1, when feature Media is
selected, or the feature Music or the feature Photo can be selected, but not both of them at the
same time. A group of alternative features is connected by an empty arc in feature models.

• Or : Features in the group may exist in some products. However, at least one of them
must be selected. In the last feature model in Figure 2.1, when feature Media is selected, at
least feature Music or Photo must be selected, and both of them may be selected at the same
time. A group of optional features is connected by a filled arc in feature models.

We consider a configuration of features valid when it satisfies all constraints based on
the relationships expressed in the feature model. Each valid configuration corresponds to a
product line product, expressed in terms of the features it supports. For instance, considering the
product line in Figure 2.2, the configuration [MobileMedia, Media, Music, Management]
is valid, but [MobileMedia, Media, Music, Sorting] is not because the feature Sorting
depends of Management that is not present in this last product configuration.

2.1.2 Configuration Knowledge

As previously discussed in section 2.1.1, features are groups of requirements, so they
must be related to the assets that implement them. The configuration knowledge specifies
this relationship [34]. Configuration knowledge maps features to the assets that implement
their functionalities like classes, aspects, property files, among others. Figure 2.2 depicts a
slice of the feature model and configuration knowledge of MobileMedia, a product line that
manipulate photos, music, and video on mobile devices [43]. Using this mapping, the con-
figuration knowledge guides the process of products generation. To do so, given a product
configuration and a valid selection of features, each feature expression of the configuration
knowledge is evaluated against the selection to decide which assets composes the product
with the given product configuration. For example, suppose we would like to generate a prod-
uct with the features [MobileMedia, Media, Music, Management, SMS] in the product
line presented in Figure 2.2. Given this product configuration, the evaluation of the config-
uration knowledge yields a product with classes [MainUIMidlet.java, Media.java,
MusicMediaAcessor.java, MediaManagement.java, SMSAspect.aj].

2.1.3 Safe Composition Verification

During the configuration knowledge (see Section 2.1.2) evolution, developers may
introduce errors, like forgetting to include a relationship between a feature and an asset. This
might introduce dependency errors, which would result in invalid products, like not type-safe.
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MobileMedia MainUIMidlet.java ...

Media Media.java ...
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Music MusicMediaAcessor.java ...
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Figure 2.2: Graphical representation for feature model and configuration knowledge.

Safe composition guarantees that the product derivation process generates products that still
compile, named well-formed (wf) products, keeping the product line consistent and detecting
errors early [134, 135]. The well-formedness constraint in the definition is necessary because
missing an entry on a configuration knowledge might lead to asset sets that are missing some parts
and thus are not valid products. Similarly, a mistake when writing a configuration knowledge
or when mapping an entry might yield an ill-formed asset set due to conflicting assets. We can
verify safe composition using an approach for the automated verification of safe composition
of configuration knowledge based on product lines without generating products [134]. To do
this verification, we use the implementation proposed by Ferreira et al. [42] that translate both
feature model and configuration knowledge into propositional formulas. In that work, they use a
SAT solver [66, 67] to evaluate whether a given product line is valid or not. The configuration
knowledge, presented in Section 2.1.2 gives the implementation constraints. These constraints
can be represented by provided and required interfaces [134]. Using the translated feature
model and configuration knowledge, it is possible to verify whether a product line is valid
or not, checking whether all valid product configurations given by feature model satisfies the
implementation constraints given by the configuration knowledge [134].

2.2 Theory of Software Product Line Refinement

Software Product Lines must be developed through the adoption of refinements, i.e.
behavior-preserving transformations that provide guidance for evolving a product line. In this
context, it is important to rely on a notion of product line refactoring [23, 22]. This notion
provides guidance and safety for deriving a product line from existing products, and also for
evolving a product line by simply improving its design. In practice, developers evolve software
product lines (SPLs) manually or using typical program refactoring tools. Refactoring can
be seen as refinement that improves the design of the code. Since the traditional refactoring
definition [106] cannot be directly applied for product lines, we adopt a notion of product line
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refinement that lifts the notion of behavior preservation from programs to product lines.
To guide the development of our strategies for improving precision when checking

software product lines evolution, we rely on this theory of software product line refinement
[23, 22]. Such concept is based on a program refinement notion [12, 98, 122, 27], which is
useful for comparing assets with respect to behavior preservation. Similar to program refinement,
product line refinement preserves behavior. However, it goes beyond source code and other
kinds of reusable assets, and might transform feature model (see Section 2.1.1) and configuration
knowledge (see Section 2.1.2) as well. The notion of behavior is raised from assets to whole
product lines. In a product line refinement, the resulting product line should be able to generate
products that behaviorally match the original ones. So users of an original product cannot
observe behavioral differences when using the same functionalities of the corresponding product
of the evolved product line. This is exactly what guarantees safety when improving a product
line design. Figure 2.3 illustrates this concept. Notice that the resulting product line actually
generates more products than the original one. However, it generates enough products that match
the source version, as indicated by the arrows connecting source products to the target products.

The product line refinement notion allows us to analyze a product line evolution as
a whole. Even so, artifacts can evolve independently. We can rely on properties that justify
separate and compositional reasoning for each product line artifact [22]. For example, the asset
mapping refinement compositionality Theorem [23] states that when only code assets change,
we can check the refinement without verifying feature model and configuration knowledge. We
only need to analyze if each changed asset refines its original version. We rely on this theory to
implement our approach described in 3.3. Other theories and formal proofs concerning evolution
of software product line can be found in [24, 21, 22, 23, 134].
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Figure 2.4: SAFEREFACTOR steps for checking behavior-preserving properties.

2.3 SAFEREFACTOR

In order to check product refinements, we could use formal proofs. However, it could
be expensive. An approximation would be to use unit test cases to compare the behavior of the
products. We could run tests in the products before (source version) and after (target version)
the transformation and compare the outcomes. If the results in source and target versions are
the same, we can say that they have compatible observable behavior. We lose precision, but
it avoids the need for formal proofs that are not always accessible for developers. Verifying
whether a refactoring is behavior preserving is not trivial, and therefore reliance on test suite
executions is the best choice, as formal approaches are hard to employ. Due to these reasons
aforementioned, to the best of our knowledge SAFEREFACTOR is the greatest available tool for
detecting behavioral changes in program transformations. SAFEREFACTOR is a tool for detecting
behavioral changes in transformations applied to Java programs [130]. SAFEREFACTOR analyzes
the code transformation and generates a number of test cases suited for detecting behavioral
changes.

To provide further details on how SAFEREFACTOR analysis the code evolution, we depict
Figure 2.4. First, SAFEREFACTOR receives as input the program versions before (source) and
after (target) the code transformation. Then, SAFEREFACTOR uses static analysis to identify
common methods in both source and target programs. Common methods stand for those who
have exactly the same modifier, return type, qualified name, parameters types and exceptions
thrown in source and target classes. Next, SAFEREFACTOR generates a test suite for the methods
previously identified. Since the tool focuses on the common methods, it executes the same tests
suite before and after the transformation. If a test passes in one of the programs and fails in
the other, SAFEREFACTOR detects a behavioral change and reports it to the user. Otherwise,
the developer can have more confidence that the transformation does not introduce behavioral
changes.

SAFEREFACTOR uses RANDOOP to accomplish the test generation. RANDOOP is an
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public class Catalogue {
   public double displayPriceById(int id){

return regular.getPriceById(id);
   }
}

public class OnlineStore{...}

public class Catalogue {
   public double displayPriceById(int id){

return regular.getPriceById(id);
   }
}

public class OnlineStore{...}

public aspect OffSale {
  pointcut price() :
   execution(public double 
Catalogue.displayPriceById(int));
   double around() : price() {
     double original_price = proceed();

return original_price * 0.6;
   }
}

AfterBefore

source

target

 public void test3() throws Throwable {
    online.store.Catalogue var0 = new online.store.Catalogue();
    double var2 = var0.displayPriceById(1);
    // Regression assertion (captures the current behavior of the code)
    assertTrue(var2 == 200.0d);
  }

Figure 2.5: SAFEREFACTOR generates a suitable test to identify the behavior change in the
Catalogue class.

open source tool that automatically generates units tests for Java classes. RANDOOP writes
this tests in JUnit [89, 15] format and consist of a sequence of constructor and method calls
intermixed with assertions about the expected return values of method calls. RANDOOP executes
the sequences it generates to create two kinds of tests: regression tests and error-revealing tests
[112]. Regression tests always pass at the time of creation and capture the current behavior of the
program, whereas error-revealing tests sometimes fail at the time of creation and show a specific
use of a class under test that leads to a contract violation. RANDOOP uses both Java API contract
checks and user-specified representation invariant methods to make assertions for error-revealing
tests [111]. RANDOOP randomly generates tests for a set of classes and methods under a time
limit or a maximum number of tests. In general, the limit for generating tests is proportional to
the number of methods under test. When RANDOOP finishes its task, SAFEREFACTOR executes
the tests before and after the transformation, and evaluates the results: if they are different, the
tool reports a behavioral change, and reveals the behavior incompatibilities between the original
and the evolved program.

To exemplify how SAFEREFACTOR evaluates an evolution, we depict a toy example
in Figure 2.5. In this evolution, we create an aspect to change a method behavior of the class
Catalogue. As you can see, the aspect intercept the method Catalogue.displayPriceById(intid)

and modifies its returning value. SAFEREFACTOR receives as input the source and target

classes. First, it identifies the methods with the same signature in both versions, which is
Catalogue.displayPriceById(intid). Next, we set a maximum number of seconds to spend
generating tests. Finally, SAFEREFACTOR runs the test suite on both versions and evaluates the
outcomes. A test passed in the original class but it failed in the evolved class. Figure 2.5 shows
one of the generated tests that reveals the behavioral change. The test passes in the source class
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since the value returned by Catalogue.displayPriceById(intid) is 200. However, it fails in the
target class since the returned value is sixty percent of the original. As a result, SAFEREFACTOR

properly reports a behavioral change.
In this work, we use SAFEREFACTOR with some adjustments that is proposed in [42].

We also applied changes in SAFEREFACTOR to improve code readability and performance.
Especially to make it easier to add new features. In the first version of SAFEREFACTOR, we only
had RANDOOP to generate tests. We desired a tool with a sophisticated heuristics to produce
higher quality tests. To achieve that, we integrated EVOSUITE [47] to SAFEREFACTOR. In
addition, to use SAFEREFACTOR in a context of software product line, it is necessary to change its
analysis. Its original version identifies the public methods in common between source and target

products and compares their behavior with respect to these methods. Since in our optimized
approach we compare the classes before and after the evolution, they might have a different set
of methods. Therefore, we are ignoring those methods that implement features only presented
in one of the versions. This may lead to false positives: the approach reports a refinement,
when in fact, there is a behavioral change in a method and this change might affect a product
configuration. To avoid this kind of false positive, during the analysis, when the tool detects that
the source and target classes have different public methods, it considers that they do not have
compatible observable behavior. A feature in the target product might provide behavior that its
source correspondent product does not implement. Although this change avoids false-positives,
it can produce false-negatives. SAFEREFACTOR reports that the source and target classes do
not have compatible observable behavior, but in fact, they do have. This might happen when
developers remove dead code or add methods, but do not immediately use them in the product
line.

2.4 Behavioral Changes

In this section, we characterize what can be a behavioral change in a context of software
product lines. In summary, behavioral change happens when a code transformation affects
the observable behavior of a system feature. This concept relates to the refactoring notion.
Refactoring is the process of improving the design of existing code by changing its internal
structure without affecting its external behavior [46, 95]. Briefly, refactorings are behavior-
preserving code transformations. In this context, it is often hard to tell whether a transformation
will actually preserve program behavior, and refactorings often require many changes throughout
the program. Consequently, tool support for refactoring has attracted a lot of interest both in
industry and in academia. In software product lines, preserving behavior is as difficult as in
single products or even harder, because we might have additional transformations in feature
model and configuration knowledge.

Changes to assets can also introduce behavioral changes to existing products. To illustrate
consider the motivating example depicted in Figure 2.6. This toy example shows a product
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public class OnlineStore{...}
public class Catalogue {
   protected ShoppingCart cart;
   public double displayPriceById(int id){

return regular.getPriceById(id);
   }
}

OnlineStore OnlineStore.java

Catalogue Catalogue.java

Register Register.java

RegularPrice RegularPrice.java
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public aspect OffSale {
  pointcut price() :
   execution(public double Catalogue.displayPriceById(int));
   double around() : price() {
     double original_price = proceed();

return original_price * 0.6;
   }
}

OnlineStore OnlineStore.java

Catalogue Catalogue.java, OffSale.aj
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Configuration Knowledge
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public class OnlineStore{...}
public class Catalogue {
   protected ShoppingCart cart;
   public double displayPriceById(int id){

return regular.getPriceById(id);
   }
}

Figure 2.6: Features addition might introduce behavioral changes in existing products.

line for generating online stores. We provide typical features of ecommerce platforms like
ShoppingCart, which allows online shopping customers to accumulate a list of items for pur-
chase and after that calculates a total for the order, including shipping and handling. Additionally,
we have the feature OneClickBuying for allowing customers to make online purchases with
a single click, with the payment information needed to complete the purchase already entered by
the user previously in the Register feature. Moreover, we have a feature Catalogue for
representing the available products for sale and its child feature RegularPrice for including
image support to catalog categories, nested subcategories with the ability to feature products in
multiple categories, a catalog browsing block with the product count, regular price and more. In
this context, the evolution exemplified in Figure 2.6 shows an implementation of a new feature
for offering discount in the catalogue products. To implement the new functionality we create
an aspect that changes the behavior of the method Catalogue.displayPriceById(int
id) only in the products that contain the new feature OffSale. As you can see in the right
side of Figure 2.6, this aspect makes all catalogue products be sixty percent cheaper. However,
when evolving the configuration knowledge, developers might make an incorrect association, as
we observed in real product lines. Instead of associating the new asset OffSale.aj with the
new feature OffSale, they might associate it with its father feature Catalogue.

In this case, all products of the resulting product line are well-formed. However, the evo-
lution does not preserve the behavior of the existing products because the behavior of the method
Catalogue.displayPriceById(int id) is not preserved. Therefore, it is an unsafe
evolution scenario. Consider the Catalogue class and the OffSale aspect (see Figure 2.6)
and the product configuration [OnlineStore, Register, ShoppingCart, Catalogue,
RegularPrice]. Notice that before the evolution, the method Catalogue.displayPriceById(int
id) delegates to the Regular class the responsibility of returning the price from a given id.
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Figure 2.7: Refactoring in TaRGeT product line: TestLink feature evolution scenario.

On the other hand, after the evolution, the implemented aspect intercept this method and makes
it return sixty percent of the original price. As a result, this product line product have a reduction
in all catalogue items when it is not supposed to have, since the new feature OffSale is not
plugged in the product. Therefore, after the evolution scenario, all products with the feature
Catalogue contain an asset of the optional feature OffSale and present different behavior
when executing the displayPriceById(int id) method.

During our study, we identified some scenarios from TaRGeT and MobileMedia product
lines that were supposed to be safe evolutions, but actually introduced new defects in the
product line, changing existing products behavior and affecting their users. For instance, we
found a similar problem to the one provided in Figure 2.6. This problem happened during the
development of the TaRGeT product line, a tool that automatically generates functional tests
from use case documents written in natural language [103, 105]. TaRGeT product line is able
to generate tests in four different output formats. In the unsafe evolution step, the development
team performed an evolution to add another output option as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The team
manually changed product line artifacts to add the assets for the new TestLink feature, a new
output format. However, they specified an incorrect association in the configuration knowledge.
Instead of associating the new assets with the new feature, they associated them with the existing
XML feature. Thus, the new assets behavior is added to all products that contain the XML feature.
Therefore, even products with configurations that do not include the new feature experience
unexpected behavior. In other words, all products that uses the XML feature generates only test
suites in the TestLink format .

As you can see, it is desirable to have support for avoiding that code changes affect the
products behavior. Similar issues can also appear when changing only assets or feature model, or
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the three kinds of artifacts at the same time. For instance, we might forget to include an entry in
the configuration knowledge, include incompatible entries, or make wrong associations between
features and assets as you could see in our toy example. There are some evolution, which
developers might detect without tool support. However, efficiently checking the introduction
of compilation errors and behavioral changes in industrial product lines that contain a number
of products may be more difficult. This can decrease development productivity. Therefore, we
need better tool support for evolving software product lines. In this work, we propose optimized
strategies for making product line evolution safer. We focus on evolutions that intend to preserve
observable behavior.

2.5 Tool Support for Checking SPL Evolutions

Our strategies for improving precision when checking safe evolution of software product
lines are an extension of the work proposed in [42]. In this section, we describe the approaches
this work proposed for checking product lines based on the refinement notion [22]. The suitability
of each approach depends on the kind of change and on user’s constraints regarding time and
reliability. In the following sections, we describe each tool and further details about their
implementation.

2.5.1 Brute-Force Approaches

Following the refinement notion (see Section 2.2), to ensure safe evolution of a product
line, we have to check if the resulting product line is be able to generate products that behaviorally
match the original ones. This is enough to guarantee that design changes or introduction of
new features do not affect the users of the original product line. All product pairs (APP) is a
very intuitive approach for checking product line refinements. APP moves toward the required
conditions expressed by the refinement definition, looking for corresponding products with
compatible observable behavior as illustrated in Figure 2.8.

This approach first checks, without generating products, if the target product line is well-
formed (Step 1). This verification relies on a theory of software product line refinement proposed
in [21]. The well-formedness is indispensable because missing an entry on a configuration
knowledge might lead to asset sets that are missing some parts and thus are not valid products.
Similarly, a mistake when writing a configuration knowledge or asset mapping entry might
yield an invalid asset set due to conflicting assets. Roughly, this step ensures that all product
configurations are compilable. In this context, if the product line is not well-formed, this approach
stops the checking and reports the invalid product configurations found. Accordingly, it indicates
that the product line is not refined and the evolution is not safe. Otherwise, for each product in
the source product line, it analyzes if there is a product with the same set of asset names in the
target product line and maps it as the likely corresponding target product (Step 2). After the
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Figure 2.8: All Product Pairs Approach.

mapping products step, it checks whether each product in the source product line and its likely
corresponding, when it exists, have compatible observable behavior using randomly generated
unit test cases (Step 3) for all classes.

When their observable behavior is not compatible or the source configuration does not
exist in the target product line, the tool compares the behavior of the source product against all
the other target products until finding its correspondent or exhausting the possibilities (Step 4).
If the approach does not find any corresponding product in the target line, it assumes that the
product line is not refined. After that, APP reports the first occurrence of product configuration
without corresponding refined product, and the set of tests that reveal the behavioral changes in
this product. Otherwise, if the approach matches target products for all source products, increase
the developers confidence that the evolution is a product line refinement and the performed
changes are safe.

To exemplify how All Product Pairs performs the aforementioned steps, we provide a
motivating example in Figure 2.9. We have already exposed the intuition behind this toy example
in Section 2.4 (see Figure 2.6). In this new illustration, we have two evolutions, but we want to
explain how APP verifies them separately. We have a move field refactoring and a new feature
addition. First, we explain the checking of the move field refactoring. In that evolution, the
developer moves the ShoppingCart field from the Catalogue class to the OnlineStore
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public class OnlineStore{...}
public class Catalogue {
   protected ShoppingCart cart;
   public double displayPriceById(int id){

return regular.getPriceById(id);
   }
}

public class OnlineStore{
  protected ShoppingCart cart;
  ...
}
public class Catalogue {
  public double displayPriceById(int id){
    return regular.getPriceById(id);
  }
} public aspect OffSale {

  pointcut price() :
   execution(public double Catalogue.displayPriceById(int));
   double around() : price() {
     double original_price = proceed();

return original_price * 0.6;
   }
}

OnlineStore OnlineStore.java

Register Register.java

RegularPrice RegularPrice.java

Features Assets

... ...

Catalogue.java, Regular.java, 
ShoppingCart.java, OffSale.aj

Catalogue

OnlineStore OnlineStore.java

Register Register.java

RegularPrice RegularPrice.java

Features Assets

... ...

Catalogue.java, Regular.java, 
ShoppingCart.java

Catalogue

move field refactoring

Figure 2.9: Move field refactoring and a new feature addition.

class. However, the developer forgot to perform adjustments to the configuration knowledge in
accordance with this change. After the evolution, the OnlineStore feature depends on the
asset ShoppingCart. Conversely, this is not what the configuration knowledge demonstrates
(see Figure 2.9). For this evolution step, APP reports that the target product line yield sets of
products that do not compile. This happens because the OnlineStore feature is missing a
required dependency, the ShoppingCart class.

In the second evolution, we created an aspect to implement a new feature. Nevertheless,
instead of associating the new asset OffSale.aj with the new feature OffSale, we associ-
ated it with its father feature Catalogue. Notice that the target product line does not generate
exactly the same products (set of assets) for each of the configurations allowed by the feature
model of the source product line. For example, APP detects that the source product generated
by the configuration [OnlineStore, Register, Catalogue, RegularPrice] does not
have a corresponding product in the target line with the same assets configuration. Then, in Step
3, APP uses unit test cases to compare this product against all other target products but does not
find any behaviorally compatible with it. Therefore, All Product Pairs reports that this evolution
step is not safe.

The All Products approach is very similar to All Product Pairs. However, it has a
difference in Step 4. When some source product and its likely corresponding target product do
not have compatible observable behavior, this approach immediately assumes a non-refinement
and does not compare the source product with the other target products. In addition, All Products
can only behaviorally compare source and target products with the same sets of assets, if some
source product does not have a likely corresponding product in the target line, All Products is
not applied.
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2.5.2 Optimized Approaches

In addition to the brute-force approaches, Ferreira et al. [42] proposed an optimized
approach, entitled Impacted Products. Impacted Products evaluates for behavior preservation
only products that contain changed assets, since the remaining products are the same and
therefore have the same behavior. First, it identifies the assets modified by the evolution, using
syntactic analysis. By checking which product configurations contain these asset names, it
identifies the products impacted by the change. Then, it only generates and evaluates source

products containing at least one changed asset. The Impacted Products approach, in the worst
case, checks as many products as All Products approach. This can happen when changed
assets are related to the root feature. Another approach contains further optimizations based on
behavioral preservation properties [21] for reducing the performance cost of checking product
line refinements. Impacted Classes only considers the affected classes during evolution. In this
work, we take this approach as a basis to create another approach with greater accuracy. We
provide further details of Impacted Classes in Chapter 3, Section 3.1. In addition, we applied
refactoring to all approaches described above. We performed some changes to their internal
structure to make it easier to understand and cheaper to modify without changing its observable
behavior. The applied changes were essential for improving code readability and reducing
complexity to achieve maintainability and extensibility of the source code.
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3
New Strategies for Making Software Prod-
uct Line Evolution Safer

In this chapter we describe strategies for improving precision of the optimized approaches
when checking safe evolution of software product lines. In Section 3.1, we present the Impacted
Classes approach [42] and describe how it enhances performance of SPL evolution checking.
Instead of checking all products, it focuses on testing for behavioral compatibility only the
transformed assets, which leads to a substantial reduction on time. Next, in Section 3.2 we
provide a motivating example to explain how this approach might produce false-negatives (i.e.
the approach states a non-refinement, when in fact there is a refinement). Then, in section 3.3,
we discuss our solution to this problem: The Extended Impacted Classes approach. Instead
of concentrating on the changed assets, this approach considers the backward dependencies of
the modified code, and focuses on testing for behavioral compatibility only some of the client
assets of the changed assets. In particular, it considers only clients that are directly used by GUI
code. Next, in Section 3.4, we present another problem that this work addresses: false-positives
caused by the automatic test generation tool, which uses a random strategy to generate tests for
behavioral compatibility. In this context, false-positive means that the approach states a safe
evolution but the change actually does not preserve the behavior of at least one of the product
line products. Finally, in section 3.5, we present the solution to this problem: the use of an
existing test suite generation strategy that increases code coverage and thus the chances of finding
behavioral incompatibilities.

3.1 Impacted Classes

The Impacted Classes (IC) approach proposed in [42] boosts SPL evolution analysis.
It contains further optimizations based on behavioral preservation properties [23] that reduce
the performance cost of checking product line refinements, as discussed in Section 2.2. In
some evolution scenarios, when developers only change the product line assets, we only need
to ensure that the transformed assets refine the original ones. In other words, Impacted Classes
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Figure 3.1: Impacted Classes approach.

is suitable when the feature model (see Section 2.1.1) and the configuration knowledge (see
Section 2.1.2) do not change or when they are at least refined, as already explained in Section
2.2. Instead of generating and testing all product configurations, this approach focuses on testing
for behavioral compatibility only the impacted assets. This leads to a reduction on time, making
it faster when compared to other proposed approaches (see Section 2.5), since we do not evaluate
whole products.

To illustrate how the Impacted Classes works, consider Figure 3.1, where we provide an
overview of the approach. On the far left side of the figure we have the software product line
classes before (source version) and after (target version) the evolution step. These classes are
submitted to the AST comparator component, which is responsible for comparing each version
of the code and identifying the altered assets using syntactic analysis. For each modified asset,
the tool computes its dependencies using a forward ow analysis, i.e. the set of other assets
required to compile the impacted one. We call these changed assets set with their dependencies
as subproducts. Reminding that the classes depicted in the motivating example of Figure 3.1
have particular names such as TestSuite, TestCase and TextualStep, because they
were extracted from TaRGeT (Test and Requirement Generation Tool). “TaRGeT automates
a systematic approach for dealing with requirements and test artifacts in an integrated way, in
which test cases can be automatically generated from use cases scenarios written in natural
language” [103].

To better understand how the approach computes the modified class dependencies, con-
sider Figure 3.2 where the TestSuite class extends the TestCase class and has a field of
type TextualStep. For this class, the tool generates the subproduct consisting of the follow-
ing set of classes: TestSuite.java, TestCase.java, and TextualStep.java.
After identifying the changed assets using the AST Comparator, it uses the SOOT framework
for computing their dependencies. SOOT is “a powerful, extensible, open-source toolkit for
analyzing and optimizing Java bytecode. It enables developers to better understand Java pro-
grams, especially when used as a framework for expressing quick and dirty analyses of Java
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public class TestSuite extends  TestCase  {
  
   private TextualStep textualStep ;
  
  public boolean compare(TestSuite ts){
      ...
      return (testCase!=null)?            

ts.isEquals(testCase,ts.getTestCase()):false;
  }
  public boolean isEquals(Object o1, Object o2){
      boolean retorno = true;
      if(o1 == null ^ o2 == null){
         retorno = false;
      }else{
         retorno = (o1 != null) ? o1.equals(o2) : false;
       }

return retorno;
   }
}

Class 
Dependencies

Figure 3.2: Modified assets and their dependencies.

code” [137].
This approach implements a forward flow analysis to find the impacted class dependencies

and recursively computes dependencies for each identified dependence as well. The union of
the changed asset and its dependencies generates a subproduct as demonstrated in the far right
side of Figure 3.1; this is the required set of classes, for ensuring that SAFEREFACTOR does not
experience problems during test generation and execution.

Finally, when the approach already has all modified class dependencies, it compiles the
source and target versions of each subproduct and then uses SAFEREFACTOR (see Section 2.3)
to check, for each one, whether they have compatible observable behavior, generating tests only
for the modified classes. As explained in Section 2.3, SAFEREFACTOR is a tool for checking
behavioral changes [132]. First, it checks for compilation errors in the resulting program, and
reports those errors; if no errors are found, it analyzes the results and generates a number of tests
suited for detecting behavioral changes.

For each class with the same name in the source and target subproducts, SAFEREFACTOR

applies RANDOOP [111], an open source tool that automatically generates unit tests for Java
classes. RANDOOP generates tests for classes within a time limit. A unit test typically consists
of a sequence of method and constructor invocations that creates and mutates objects with
random values, plus a JUnit assertion. RANDOOP executes the program to receive a feedback
gathered from executing test inputs as they are created, to avoid generating redundant and illegal
inputs [112]. It creates method sequences incrementally, by randomly selecting a method call
to apply and selecting arguments from previously constructed sequences. Each sequence is
executed and checked against a set of contracts. For instance, an object must be equal to itself.
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SAFEREFACTOR developers modified RANDOOP to remove some defects, and to make it receive
as a parameter the method list, which the user wish to test [130]. All generated tests only contain
calls to the methods in common: they have exactly the same modifier, return type, qualified
name, parameters types and exceptions thrown in source and target classes. Finally, RANDOOP

executes the sequences it creates, using the results of the execution to create assertions that
capture the behavior of the product line and then catch bugs. When the test suite is available,
SAFEREFACTOR runs the tests before and after the transformation, and evaluates the results.
If the outcomes are divergent, the tool reports a behavioral change, and displays the set of
unsuccessful tests, as explained in Section 2.3.

Note that instead of dealing directly with the stronger notion of refactoring, we focus
on the underlying notion of refinement [35, 62], which also captures behavior preservation but
abstracts quality improvement. We take the broader view of refinement as a relation that preserves
properties necessary to assure safe evolution. So we demand only behavior preservation of the
original product line elements, allowing the product line to be extended with new products as long
as our demand is satisfied. In addition, notice that this approach approximates the behavioral
preservation checking since testing can only show the presence, but never their absence, as
Dijkstra alleged in 1972 [38]. In other words, testing does not explore the code completely,
therefore it cannot guarantee behavior preservation. As a consequence, this also approximates
product line refinement checking. To check refinements, we could use formal proofs. However it
could be expensive since they are time consuming and only experienced people can do them [44].
So, proofs are usually done for critical systems or for some critical operations only. The testing
strategy is inaccurate, but avoids the need for formal proofs, which are not always accessible for
developers.

3.2 The Problem of False-Negatives

Even though Impacted Classes optimizes refinement checking, it produces false-negatives,
i.e. the approach reports that the behavior of at least one product was not preserved, when, in
fact, the behavior of all products were preserved. To demonstrate how this can happen, Figure
3.3 illustrates an SPL refactoring, where the developer changes the TestSuite class without
modifying the configuration knowledge and the feature model. It also shows an adjustment on
the method isEquals, which is responsible for comparing two objects. As you can see, before
the evolution we have an if-else statement that first performs an exclusive or, which is evaluated
to true if only one of the input objects is null. Following the method logic, the else statement
means that we have two possibilities: either both objects are null or both are not null. Therefore,
in case the if statement is evaluated as false, on the else statement, we only need to check if the
first object is not null. If this is true, then the second object is also not null and the comparison
can be made. Following the same reasoning, if the first object is null, the comparison could not
be executed since it would throw a NullPointerException.
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public class TextualStep {...}

public class TextualTestCase {...}

public class TextualStep {...}

public class OntheFlyTestSelectionPage {...}

public class OnTheFlyMultiPageEditor {...}

public class TestSuiteComparison{
  TestSuite testSuite;
  public boolean compareTestSuite(TestSuite ts){

...
return testSuite.compare(ts);

  }
}

public class TestSuite extends TestCase{
  private TextualStep    textualStep ;
  ...
  public boolean compare(TestSuite ts){
      ...
      return (testCase!=null)?            

ts.isEquals(testCase,ts.getTestCase()):false;
  }

  public boolean isEquals(Object o1, Object o2){
return (o2 != null) ? o1.equals(o2) : false;

  }

}

public class TestSuite extends TestCase{
  private TextualStep    textualStep ;
  ...
  public boolean compare(TestSuite ts){
      ...
      return (testCase!=null)?            

ts.isEquals(testCase,ts.getTestCase()):false;
  }

  public boolean isEquals(Object o1, Object o2){
      boolean retorno = true;
      if(o1 == null ^ o2 == null){
         retorno = false;
      }else{
         retorno = (o1 != null) ? o1.equals(o2) : false;
       }

return retorno;
   }

}
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Figure 3.3: Motivating Example: Impacted Classes False-Negative.

On the evolved method, depicted in the right side of Figure 3.3, the developer removes
the exclusive or verification and only checks if the second parameter equals null, since the first
object is already checked on the upper method compare. At the top of Figure 3.3, we have a big
picture of the Impacted Classes approach. The magnifying glass over the changed class illustrates
which class is considered by SAFEREFACTOR in this approach. The ‘X’ next to the modified
class, shows that SAFEREFACTOR found a behavior change in this class, and as a consequence
Impacted Classes reported a non-refinement. On the other hand, the checkbox alongside the
Graphical User Interface shows that this evolution is a refinement regarding user perspective. In
other words, the behavior of the evolved product line is compatible with its original version. In
summary, this big picture exemplifies a false-negative of Impacted Classes, since the approach
states a non-refinement, when in fact there is a refinement.

Now we describe what the approach does in this scenario. As explained before, SAFEREFACTOR

generates and runs unit tests for the TestSuite (impacted class) methods and then apply these
tests before and after the evolution to attest behavior compatibility. For this refactored method
(isEquals), RANDOOP generates several tests, among them a test such as the one depicted
in Figure 3.4, where the first parameter is null and the second one is a concrete object. When
SAFEREFACTOR executes this test case on the original class, nothing abnormal happens and the
method executes normally. On the other hand, for the target class (see Figure 3.3), it throws a
NullPointerException while trying to execute the method isEquals. In addition, the method
compare of the same class is also verified, but its generated tests yield the same result before
and after the evolution. However, as the method isEquals does not have compatible observ-
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public void test2() throws Throwable {
      ... 
 com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuite var1 = new 

com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuite(var0);
com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuite var3 = new                      
com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuite(var0);
boolean var4 = var1.compare(var3);
boolean var7 = var1.isEquals(null, (java.lang.Object)100);
// Regression assertion (captures the current behavior of the code)
assertTrue(var4 == true);
// Regression assertion (captures the current behavior of the code)
assertTrue(var7 == false);

}

Figure 3.4: Randoop generated test for TestSuite class.

able behavior with its original version, SAFEREFACTOR reports a behavioral change and shows
the set of unsuccessful tests. As a result, following the basic idea of product line refinement (see
Section 2.2), this approach assumes that this change affects at least a product configuration and
thus states that the evolved product line is not able to generate products that behaviorally match
the original ones.

Note that Impacted Classes performs a narrow minded analysis, too focused on the
methods of the impacted classes. The approach overlooked the whole context where the change
has been applied and hastily consider the product line evolution as a Non-Refinement (see Section
2.2). Nonetheless, in fact there is a refinement. Notice that, isEquals is an auxiliary method
only used by the method compare and it is never accessed by the clients of the TestSuite
class. We cannot say that a local change affects the behavior of a product line as a whole,
without making a deeper analysis of the transformed code and the places where this code is
being used. In this scenario, the modified method is solely used in the method compare of
the same class. Notice that the method compare ensures that the first parameter is not null,
before calling the method isEquals. This procedure avoids the NullPointerException, that
seemingly would be thrown by the method isEquals. Next, the method compare is being
accessed on its backward dependency: the TestSuiteComparison class, which has the
same behavior before and after evolution, since its method (compareTestSuite) executes
faultlessly. Therefore, Impacted Classes produced a false-negative (i.e. the approach states a
non-refinement, when in fact there is a refinement).

Our study confirms that IC presents false-negatives, and it especially happens when,
during maintenance, developer removes contracts double implemented on higher-up classes or
when a local change produces behavioral changes to itself without spreading out this behavioral
change to the upper method call hierarchy, as we could see in Figure 3.3. In addition, when
methods are not used by superior classes and they are modified during evolution and their
behavior are changed, IC might be unsuccessful as well. Dead code is a typical scenario where
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IC might produce false negatives. Another situation might happen with developer oriented by Test
Driven Development [16], the evolutionary approach in which units test cases are incrementally
written prior to code implementation. During the process of designing unit test before writing
the method, developers might lose the system overview and design a test that passes a specific
parameter that exposes a method fault, however this argument might never be passed by the most
external layers of the system. In the current implementation, SAFEREFACTOR only considers
automatically generated tests. It does not include the tests designed by the developers. However,
this same situation might occur with the current automatic test generation tool. In this context, to
make this work easier to understand, we call these aforementioned situations as masked changes.

In particular, these masked changes problems arise because of shared elements among
features such as variables and methods. When a developer evolves a class and breaks its behavior,
the services provided by this class are subsequently used by other features and not necessarily
this change cause behavioral problems for them. We want to explore the case that not all local
behavioral changes lead to SPL non-refinement.

We may lose precision with Impacted Classes, since local changes in OO classes may
indirectly impact other ones, and this approach only focuses on modified assets without taking
into account all the contexts where they are used on the product line. Evolutions like those
illustrated in Figure 3.3 are applied to improve readability and to reduce redundancy of object
state verification. As the first object is already checked in upper classes, it is only required to
check if the second object is different from null, and if it is evaluated as true, the comparison
can be made. However, if we focus exclusively in the local change and create tests for it, we will
see that if the first object parameter is null, the method throws a NullPointerException since the
new, evolved method only verifies the second parameter. On the other hand, if we expand our
analysis to the whole product line, we see that this local behavioral change does not compromise
it. In other words, it does not negatively impact the SPL products.

3.3 The Extended Impacted Classes Approach

To solve the problem we illustrate in the previous section, we propose an approach
entitled Extended Impacted Classes (EIC), which goes beyond focusing on changed classes
without taking into account all the contexts. As you can see in Figure 3.5, instead of checking
the impacted class, we are interested on the backward dependencies, because the local behavior
change might be camouflaged on the upper classes. As you can see on the motivating example,
we disregard the TestSuite class, as illustrated by the magnifying glass and now our attention
is on the nearest class to the Graphical User Interface, because as closer we are of the user, the
more accurate we are in the process of checking SPL refinement.

At the top of Figure 3.5, we also have a big picture of the Extended Impacted Classes. The
magnifying glass over the ‘EIC’ class illustrates which class is considered by SAFEREFACTOR in
this approach. The ‘X’ next to the modified class, shows that SAFEREFACTOR found a behavior
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public class TextualStep {...}

public class TextualTestCase {...}

public class TextualStep {...}

public class OntheFlyTestSelectionPage {...}

public class OnTheFlyMultiPageEditor {...}

public class TestSuiteComparison{
  TestSuite testSuite;
  public boolean compareTestSuite(TestSuite ts){

...
return testSuite.compare(ts);

  }
}

public class TestSuite extends TestCase{
  private TextualStep    textualStep ;
  ...  
  public boolean compare(TestSuite ts){
      ...
      return (testCase!=null)?             

ts.isEquals(testCase,ts.getTestCase()):false;
  }

  public boolean isEquals(Object o1, Object o2){
return (o2 != null) ? o1.equals(o2) : false;

  }

}

public class TestSuite extends TestCase{
  private TextualStep    textualStep ;
  ...
  public boolean compare(TestSuite ts){
      ...
      return (testCase!=null)?            

ts.isEquals(testCase,ts.getTestCase()):false;
  }

  public boolean isEquals(Object o1, Object o2){
      boolean retorno = true;
      if(o1 == null ^ o2 == null){
         retorno = false;
      }else{
         retorno = (o1 != null) ? o1.equals(o2) : false;
       }

return retorno;
   }

}
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Figure 3.5: Solution: Extended Impacted Classes.

change in this class as explained in Section 3.2. However, when it considers the extended
impacted class, this behavior change is not detected. This is the meaning of the checkbox
alongside the Graphical User Interface and alongside the extended impacted class as well. In
other words, the change applied in the code does not affect the product line product users and
EIC could pinpoint that. In summary, this big picture exemplifies that the Extended Impacted
Classes might be more effective than Impacted Classes in the process of checking software
product line evolution.

Note that when we perform a code analysis on the TestSuiteComparison class, we
perceive that the apparently bad code transformation does not affect the product line users. To be
able to verify that, EIC generates and executes tests for the TestSuiteComparison class. In
Figure 3.6, we depict an example of a generated test. As you can see by analyzing the evolution
step in Figure 3.5 and the generated test in Figure 3.6, the latter is not capable to distinguish the
behavior difference of the method isEquals. The method compareTestSuite only calls
the method compare of the modified class. In addition, we have already seen that the behavior
of the method compare is the same after the evolution, since it ensures that the first object given
as parameter to the method isEquals will never be null. Hence, the NullPointerException

is not thrown and SAFEREFACTOR does not realize the behavior difference. Therefore, EIC
precisely states that this evolution is a refinement.

The tool that implements EIC must know which classes belong to the Graphical User
Interface. In the current implementation, the list of the names of the Graphical User Interface
components is provided as a parameter for our tool, because our toolset does not support test
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  public void test5() throws Throwable {
      ...

com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuiteComparison var8 = new             
com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuiteComparison(var1);
com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuite var12 = new 
com.motorola.btc.research.target.tcg.extractor.TestSuite(var0);
boolean var18 = var8.compareTestSuite(var12);

      // Regression assertion (captures the current behavior of the code)
      assertTrue(var18 == true);
  }

Figure 3.6: Randoop generated test for the TestSuiteComparison class.

generation for these components. Graphical User Interface testing is far more difficult than the
conventional software testing applied in model classes. Many new and complex problems arise
in the process [93]. Graphical User Interface testing can also be significantly affected by the
regular change in the layout and they can consume significant resources and time as well [117].
Currently available techniques for obtaining GUI test cases are resource intensive, requiring
significant human intervention [94]. Even though a few automated GUI test case generation
schemes have been proposed [92], in practice, test cases are still being generated manually using
capture and replay tools [101]. Therefore, we aim to automate the process of checking product
line evolution, so we want to avoid human intervention.

A classic challenge in Graphical User Interface testing is how to select a feasible number
of event sequences, given the combinatorial explosion due to arbitrary event interleaving [55].
In this context, combinatorial explosion might be a problem when the software deals with a
lot of branching and choices. In such scenarios, performing Graphical User Interface testing
can be extremely difficult. To overcome this problem, our strategy exclusively tests one level
below the Graphical User Interface. To be able to do that, the list of the names of the GUI
components is provided as a parameter for our approach. Then, it becomes aware of all those
classes, which has complex dependencies and, consequently, we have the chance to get rid of
them, since our tools do not support test generation for these elements. That’s our strategy to
avoid the false-negative problems related to Graphical User Interface described above. The idea
is to capture dependencies between the class a programmer is maintaining and the upper ones
just before the GUI classes.

As we want to capture the backward dependencies, we can have a variation of this
strategy: consider only one level upward the transformed class or several ones as exemplified in
Figure 3.7. On the far left side (EIC1), we have the approach that considers only one level above
the impacted class and in the second figure (EIC2) we have our strategy (see Section 3.3), which
considers several levels above the change. It walks up through the superior hierarchy of classes
to reach the closest level to the User Interface as possible. We could also have a third variation
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Figure 3.7: Extended Impacted Classes approach variation.

of this approach (EIC3). To a given modified class, we walk up through the backward classes’
hierarchy until the Graphical User Interface and after that, we consider all classes belonging to
this path as extended impacted classes. Another possible variation would be to simply consider
the entire Graphical User Interface as the extended impacted class (EIC3). In addition, we could
have combinations of these dissimilar approaches.

The far left side approach (EIC1) is expected to be easier to evaluate, because it does
not often have to generate test for structurally complex objects. Remembering that higher-up
classes has more dependencies than basic model classes. However, we do not know in which
level the system might “camouflage” a change, which initially affects a class method behavior,
but in practice is unperceived by the product line. For instance, a conditional structure on facade
makes a model’s class method unreachable. Considering that, this infeasible method is impacted
during the evolution and effectively tested by SAFEREFACTOR, we have a false-negative (see
Section 3.2). However, if we consider the facade class, which is in a more important position, the
verification would be more accurate. That’s why we choose the second approach. If the product
line under analysis does not implement a Graphical User Interface, we consider all classes from
the top as extended impacted classes.

The second approach (EIC2) (see Section 3.7) faces the complex object issue aforemen-
tioned, but on the other hand, it can overcome the masked-changed problem cited as well, which
we are most interested in. A second reason why we adopt the second approach is because we
can integrate new testing tools specifically designed to efficiently generate structurally complex
inputs with thousands of objects [96, 40, 75]. As an example, we could use Shekoosh [40], a
novel framework for generating large data structures. Given a Java predicate that represents the
desired structural and data integrity constraints, and the size of the structure to be generated, the
Shekoosh test generation algorithm produces a structure that has the given size and satisfies all
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the constraints.
In Algorithm 1, we describe how the approach finds the backward impacted classes and

how it performs the checking. The algorithm requires the source and target product line version,
the Graphical User Interface classes and a property file containing parameters for the execution
i.e. Automatic test generation tool: RANDOOP or EVOSUITE. Following the basic idea of product
line refinement (see Section 2.2) to ensure the safe evolution of an SPL, we basically have to
check that the resulting product line must be able to generate products that behaviorally match
the original product line products, presenting compatible observable behavior. This is enough to
guarantee that design improvement or the introduction of a new feature does not impact the users
of the original product line [22]. In other words, users of an original product cannot observe
behavioral differences when using the same functionalities of the corresponding product of the
evolved product line. Therefore, our approach first checks if we can find a correspondent product
in target, for each source product configuration (line 2). For each product in the source product
line, it analyzes if there is a product with the same assets configuration (the same set of asset
names) in the target product line and maps it as the likely corresponding target product.

We use the Alloy Analyzer [66] for generating the product configurations from the source
feature model. Then, we construct source and target sets of assets using their respective feature
model and configuration knowledge. Next, we bypass asset and product refinement checking and
just evaluate the configuration nowledge for every possible configuration present in the feature
model, checking if all existing evaluations of CK with the configurations of FM are still present
in the evaluations of the resulting CK and FM. Doing that, we ensure the FM and CK from the
evolved product line jointly refine the original ones [19]. Otherwise, we interrupt the execution
and report that is impossible to apply this tool. Secondly, without generating products, the tool
checks whether the target SPL is well-formed (line 3) [22], which means that we have all required
assets to the provided ones. Roughly, this means that the all product line products are compilable.
If it finds a problem, it stops the process, reports all the invalid product configurations found and
indicates that the product line is not refined and the evolution is not safe.
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Algorithm 1 The Extended Impacted Classes checking process.
Require: source← Source Product Line, target← Target Product Line.
Require: guiClasses← The list of Graphical User Interface classes.
Require: propertyFile← property file containing parameters for the execution.
Ensure: True if target refines source, False otherwise.

1: if CK’ / FM’ refines CK / FM then
2: result← False
3: if wf ( target ) then
4: impactedClasses← changedClasses ( source, target )
5: impactedClasses← removeGuiClasses ( impactedClasses )
6: if impactedClasses == NULL then

stop and report an error: This approach requires code evolution and the
impacted classes cannot belong to the Graphical User Interface.

7: else
8: backwardClasses← getUpperClasses(impactedClasses,guiClasses)
9: for all class c in backwardClasses do

10: sc← c in source
11: sc← c in target
12: sourceSubproduct← sc + dependences ( sc )
13: targetSubproduct← tc + dependences ( tc )
14: result← cob ( sourceSubproduct, targetSubproduct, propertyFile)
15: end for
16: if result = False then

break
17: end if
18: end if
19: else

Interrupt the execution and report an error:
It is not possible to apply this tool.

20: end if
21: end if
22: return result
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Algorithm 2 Finding the Extended Impacted Classes.
Require: impactedClasses← The stack of impacted classes during SPL evolution.
Require: guiClasses← The list of Graphical User Interface classes.
Ensure: The extended impacted classes list.

1: getUpperClasses ( impactedClasses, guiClasses )
2: while ( ! impactedClasses.empty() ) do
3: underAnalysis← impactedClasses.pop()
4: backwardImpactedClasses← getBackwardDependencies( underAnalysis )
5: if ( backwardImpactedClasses == NULL ) then
6: extendedImpactedClassesList.add( underAnalysis )
7: else
8: for all Class c : backwardImpactedClasses do
9: if ( c belongs to GuiClasses ) then

10: extendedImpactedClassesList.add( underAnalysis )
11: else if ( c does not belong to impactedClasses AND c does not belong to

alreadyAnalyzedList ) then
12: impactedClasses.push( c )
13: end if
14: end for
15: alreadyAnalyzedList.add ( underAnalysis )
16: end if
17: end while
18: return extendedImpactedClassesList

Then it identifies the assets modified by the evolution, using an Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) implementation (line 4). The Abstract Syntax Tree maps plain Java source code in a tree
form. “This tree is more convenient and reliable to analyze and modify programmatically than
text-based source” [100]. Abstract syntax trees based approaches were proposed in [146, 116, 45].
In our context, given two product lines versions (before and after the evolution), their abstract
syntax trees are compared with tree matching algorithms to identify the impacted classes during
evolution.

After that we remove all classes that implement Graphical User Interface from the
impacted class stack, as you can see in the line 5. Next, in the case of the resulting impacted
class stack is empty, we stop and report an error based on two assumptions: i) there is no code
transformation during evolution, ii) or all impacted classes belong to the Graphical User Interface
components. The first reason is because this approach requires code evolution and the second
one is that our toolset does not support test generation for Graphical User Interface classes.
Otherwise, from the modified classes given as an argument (see line 8) for the second algorithm
(see Algorithm 2), we find the backward impacted classes closer to the user as possible as we
explain afterwards.

The Algorithm 2 shows how we find the Extended Impacted Classes. We aim to find the
outmost possible class that accesses the services provided by the modified class, but the desired
class cannot be part of the Graphical User Interface. In systems designed with the Facade Design
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Pattern [54, 52], that means finding the facade class. “Facade defines a higher-level interface that
makes the subsystem easier to use and simplifies a number of complicated object interactions
into a single interface [54].” In the same context, we also aim to find those classes that are not
accessed from within the Graphical User Interface and has no backward dependencies, but were
designed to provide a unified interface for the purpose of providing services to other systems. To
put it in a nutshell we aim to find the backward dependencies of the modified classes, overlook
user interface classes and consider the last class of the path we have covered. Therefore, given
a modified class we have to walk up through this class hierarchy until the nearest class to the
User Interface as possible. To be able to do that, our algorithm receives as a parameter a stack
containing the modified classes during the product line maintenance and the list of Graphical
User Interface classes.

While the impacted classes stack is not empty, we iterate over the modified classes to find
its backward dependencies one level above. We outsource this service to the SOOT Framework
[137]. Given a class under analysis (line 4), SOOT uses the Control Flow Graph (CFG) of the
system to identify all backward dependencies. “A control flow graph is a directed graph in which
the nodes represent basic blocks and the edges represent control flow paths [5, 6].” Although
CFG’s provide powerful information about a program, we basically need to find the classes that
somehow has dependencies with a given modified class. For example, given a modified class
A, if a class B has an association with class A or class B extends class A, then our SOOT based
implementation returns class B as backward dependency of A. If A is an interface and class B
implements A, we also consider B as a backward dependency of A.

Following the Algorithm 2, if the backward dependencies list of the current class is
empty (line 5), we consider the class under analysis as an extended impacted class (line 6),
because there is no more classes to walk through; that’s the end of the class hierarchy and it must
be a facade class. Otherwise, we iterate over the backward classes list for checking whether the
class belongs to the Graphical User Interface classes list. If this conditional structure (line 9) is
evaluates as True, we again consider the class under analysis as an extended impacted class (line
10), because this is one of the closest class to the user. In addition, it is expected to better decide
whether the behavior observed by the user is preserved after the code evolution. If the class does
not belong to the GUI classes list, we want to use it to keep walking on the class hierarchy to
find the outmost dependency. To be able to do that, we push this class in the impacted class
stack (see line 12). To avoid re-analyzing the same class twice, we check if the class does not
belong to the impacted classes stack (see line 11). We also check if the class does not belong
to the already analyzed classes list, because when we remove the class from the stack, after its
analysis we add it to the already verified list (see line 15). We repeat these steps aforementioned
for all stack classes: the initially impacted classes and those classes that were pushed in the stack
during this procedure execution. Finally, when we have no more classes in the stack to analyze,
we return the extended impacted class list (line 18) to the Algorithm 1.

Now that we have an overview of how the Algorithm 2 works, we depict Figure 3.8
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Impacted Classes Stack Under Analysis Verified Backward Classes Extended Impacted Classes

[F2, C] C [] [E,D] []

[F2, E, D] D [C] [F3] []

[F2, E, F3] F3 [C,D] [] [F3]

[F2, E] E [C,D,F3] [F2,C] [F3]

[F2] F2 [C,D,F3,E] [F1,G2] [F3,F2]

[F1] F1 [C,D,F3,E,F2] [G1] [F3,F2,F1]

[]

E D

C

B A

F1

G1 G2

F2 F3

...

Figure 3.8: Example to better understand the Algorithm 2.

to provide further details to better explain how it finds the extended impacted classes. First,
on top of the figure we illustrate a class diagram describing a product line with two graphical
user interface classes (G1 and G2), three facades (F1, F2 and F3) and below of them a simple
subsystem with five classes (A, B, C, D and E). As exemplified, the classes C and F2 were
impacted during the product line evolution. Under the class diagram we have a table to show the
variable values during the execution of the Algorithm 2.

In the first algorithm iteration, we have the initially impacted classes F2 and C. As this
class collection is kept in a Stack abstract data type, the last element added to the structure must
be the first one to be removed. Therefore, as you can see on the second line of the table, the
first class under analysis is C. When the algorithm runs the method getBackwardDependencies

(line 4) and passes the class C as an argument, it returns a list of classes D and E, because they
directly access the services provided by C. Therefore, as these classes are dependent on the class
C and have not been considered yet, they are pushed in the impacted class stack to be analyzed
afterwards.

In the second iteration anything different from the first execution happens, the algorithm
takes out the class D to analyze and find its backward dependency, the class F3. In the next
iteration, F3 is extracted from the stack to be analyzed. As Figure 3.8 illustrates a product line
under development, we are considering that in the next releases a new View will be plugged
in F3 or another subsystem will access the services provided by F3. Therefore, this facade
originally does not have a backward dependency. Thus, we consider it as an extended impacted
class. Even though, it may not affect the current system users, it might affect the upcoming users
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of a new subsystem or the users of a new Graphical User Interface.
The algorithm execution continues and the next class under analysis is E and its backward

dependencies are the classes C and F2. The class C has been already verified and the class F2 is
already on the impacted classes stack. Therefore, they are ignored (see lines 9 and 11). Next,
the algorithm takes the facade F2 to analyze. This facade has two backward dependencies: a
class that belongs to the graphical user interface classes list (G2), and another facade (F1) (see
Figure 3.8). We also consider F2 as an extended impacted classes, because it has a backward
dependency (class G2) that implements a User Interface. We could bypass F2 and consider its
backward dependency (F1) as an extended impacted class. However, a behavioral change in a
class C might adversely affect the G2 users, but on the other hand, it might not produce the same
effect on G1. In this context, we have two paths that lead us to the two different users. Therefore,
in order to enhance accuracy of the product line evolution checking, we aim to analyze both
paths. As a result, we consider both facades (F1 and F2) as extended impacted classes, because
they are the closest classes to the Graphical User Interface classes. Finally, when there is no
more class in the stack to analyze, the Algorithm 1 halts the execution and returns the extended
impacted classes list (facades F1, F2 and F3) to the Algorithm 2.

When the Algorithm 1 receives this extended impacted classes list (line 8), it iterates
over all of them and creates subproducts. The union of the extended impacted classes and
its forward dependences generates a subproduct, that is a minimal set of classes required to
have a well-formed product. To find the forward dependencies our approaches rely on a SOOT
Framework implementation. They do not consider the configuration knowledge entries. Our
approach compiles the source and target versions of each subproduct. It then checks, for
each of them whether they have compatible observable behavior, generating test only for the
extended impacted classes (line 14). We reuse the compiled classes that belong to more than one
subproduct. This way, we save time needed to compile those classes and further optimize the
checking.

The method cob (line 14) evaluates whether subproducts generated by the source prod-
uct line have observable behavior compatible with subproducts from the target product line
according to the outcomes when executing the generated unit test cases. These tests are gener-
ated, compiled and executed using an implementation of SAFEREFACTOR (see Section 2.3). If
SAFEREFACTOR does not detect a behavioral change, our approach assumes the product line
behavior was preserved. This is an approximation of behavioral preservation as defined in the
product line refinement definition (see Section 2.2), since tests cannot prove the absence of
behavioral changes [38]. Nevertheless, we expect to enhance accuracy with this approach, but
first we need to evaluate it regarding performance and effectiveness on the process of checking
product line evolution. That’s what we discuss in the Chapter 4.
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3.4 The problem of False–Positives

The Extended Impacted Classes could decrease false-negative, but on the other hand, we
expect that it produces more false-positives. It is more difficult to perceive behavior changes
on the backward impacted classes, because they usually have complex object associations and
specific file dependencies which satisfy particular syntactic and semantic properties. Nevertheless
this false-positive problems might also occur in IC, but in smaller scale. Our study concluded that
the main reason is the limitations of random testing with RANDOOP [111], especially because
it does not directly aim at code coverage, and as a consequence does not always achieve good
coverage of the classes under test. Note that achieving lower coverage, likely leads to lesser
probability of finding faults [149, 50]. Previous empirical studies [41, 88, 140] found that
random test input generation achieves less code coverage than systematic generation techniques,
including chaining [41], exhaustive generation [88], model checking, and symbolic execution
[140, 78].

Random testing cannot be as effective as systematic testing because many interesting
tests have very little chance of being created at random. A fundamental limitation of random
testing is its lack of a clear stopping criteria. This deficiency can be particularly important in
an industrial setting where a test team must plan how many resources to devote to a tool. This
drawback makes the tool to generate a huge amount of redundant test cases, thus limiting its
effectiveness. For example, it often generates more than 1000 test cases in 5 seconds, but most
of them are not helpful to increase code coverage. A possible solution is to track code coverage
information and use it to guide the generation process, by choosing methods that have not been
covered so far. Also, an additional solution is to halt the input generation when coverage stops
increasing for a long period of time. The stopping criterion seems reasonable, but it fails to
guarantee that running the tool for a longer period will not reveal a new potentially-critical error.

When analyzing the coverage achieved by RANDOOP on the subjects we used for
evaluation, we discovered two primary reasons for the approach’s inability to reach some parts
of the code. First, we found that, regardless of how long the approach runs, some paths appear
out of reach of the tool. Some branch conditions express constraints that are challenging for a
random-based approach to satisfy. Our manual inspection of uncovered branches, especially
on the TaRGeT subjects [103], indicate that many constraints are of a more complex structural
nature, e.g. a branch that is followed if a list contains an element that is structurally equivalent
to an element already in the list. To cover such branches, it may not be sufficient to modify the
primitive inputs appearing in an operation sequence, or replace uses of a variable by another
variable, but rather to determine a sequence of operations that create the appropriate structure
that causes the branch to be followed.

To better explain how the random strategy produces false-positives to our approaches,
we provide a hypothetical code where RANDOOP could not cover a hundred percent of the
branches. On the right side of Figure 3.9, we show potential code evolution, which if eventually
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Figure 3.9: Randoop Limitation.

implemented affects the tools accuracy. RANDOOP is not able to perceive these negative code
transformation, because they are performed in uncovered code and impact the method’s output.
The main problem is that random testing does not take into account the program structure.
RANDOOP is not aware of the method’s branches and how many of them are covered, e.g.
to reach the branches 9 and 11, it is necessary to analyze and solve the conditional structure
constraint on lines 6 and 10, respectively. While the systematic techniques use sophisticated
heuristics to make them more effective, the random testing used for comparison is unguided,
with no heuristics to conduct its search.

Second, when analyzing RANDOOP, we found another important reason for the lower
code coverage. RANDOOP selects next target class, method, and constructor randomly. In detail,
it retrieves a complete method list of classes under test, and then randomly chooses one method
as a test target. Although this strategy keeps fairness for method selection, this strategy makes
the growth of code coverage slower when a strategy selects a method that does not contribute to
increase code coverage. Uniform random selection is the simplest, but not always the best option.
This strategy can lead to some classes being explored and covered more than others. A class that
defines five constructors will be explored more heavily than a class that defines one constructor.
A class that defines a constructor which requires no arguments will be explored more heavily
than a class whose constructor requires an object of a type that is difficult to create.

RANDOOP tends to focus the generation effort on classes that declare nullary constructors
or that define several constructors. It unfairly gives less attention to the classes which have
fewer constructors or constructors that involve more complex setup. This might happen because
RANDOOP is incremental and creates new method sequences from previously-created sequences
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and the initial favoring of a few classes can lead to a feedback loop in which classes that were
initially easier to create are tested more heavily in later stages of generation.

A way to mitigate distribution unfairness may be to use a distribution other than
RANDOOP’s uniform random distribution. In fact, it may be desirable to use an adaptive
distribution. RANDOOP could maintain a mapping from each constructor and method to a
“weight” number indicating the relative probability that the given method or constructor will be
selected when creating a new sequence (members with higher weight have a higher chance of
being selected). An alternative solution, could be to let the user specify (e.g. via Java annotations)
methods that are critical to test and RANDOOP should select more often or combine random
selection with non-random selection strategies (for example, exhaustive testing).

To provide further information of how RANDOOP works we present the Figure 3.10
extracted from [111]. RANDOOP generates unit tests using f eedback−directed random testing,
a technique inspired by random testing that uses execution feedback gathered from executing
test inputs as they are created, to avoid generating redundant and illegal inputs [112].

Using prior results, more intelligent inputs and sequences will be chosen to avoid redun-
dant or illegal sequences as much as possible, making up the feedback-directed aspect of the tool.
For instance, a sequence containing code that will result in an exception is pruned from future
runs [111, 112]. The tests that are outputted can be classified into two categories: regression
tests that capture the current behavior of the code are generated, and contract violating tests are
produced, which could indicate potentially buggy code. This brings to mind another RANDOOP

restriction—the set of contracts that RANDOOP verifies is relatively small; its designers wanted
to be conservative and only check for contracts whose violation is likely to indicate an error
[112, 111]. The tool should let the user specify more contracts to check by writing a special
"contract-checking" class.

RANDOOP’s main attraction is the automated generation of a full regression test suite.
This can be helpful when working on a project that has no tests whatsoever and for which it
is crucial to ensure current behavior is preserved when updating the code. Even though one
gets free and effortless regression tests, it comes at an excessively high cost in maintenance. As
explained above, Randoop produces an extremely large test suite. In addition, all test cases use a
hundred variables that are named by the unhelpful convention var number, making any deeper
understanding of the tests practically impossible. Originally, we are not concerned about test
readability, nevertheless, the developer might maintain and evolve the test suite, which makes
test legibility a must requirement to enforce.
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Figure 3.10: Randoop for Java.

3.5 Whole Test Suite Generation with EVOSUITE

To overcome the abovementioned problems, we integrated EVOSUITE [47] to our toolset,
particularly because it has an efficient heuristic approach to guide its search for quality tests.
There are a lot of systematic approaches [70, 51, 59, 13, 56, 65] in the literature, but to the best
of our knowledge, we have not found any other test data generation tool that produces small yet
representative test sets and has several search criteria including branch coverage. In addition,
it works on the bytecode level, which means that it does not require the source code and in
principle is also applicable to other languages such as Scala or Groovy.

EVOSUITE implements a special feature, the whole test suite generation: a novel
paradigm in which whole test suites are generated with the aim of achieving all coverage
goals while keeping the total size as small as possible [50, 49]. This approach has several
advantages, as for example, its effectiveness is not affected by the number of infeasible targets in
the code. As coverage goals are not independent, not equally difficult, and sometimes infeasi-
ble—the result of test generation is therefore dependent on the order of coverage goals and how
many of them are feasible.

To illustrate, consider the stack implementation in Figure 3.11 reproduced and adapted
from [50]. Covering the true branch in line 11 is necessarily preceded by the true branch in line
7, and may or may not also be preceded by the true branch in line 5. In fact, the order in which
each goal is selected can thus play a major role as there can be dependencies among goals.

There are further issues to the approach of targeting one test goal at a time: Some targets
are more difficult to cover than others. For example, covering the true branch in line 5 of the
Stack example is more difficult than covering the false branch of the same line as the true
branch requires a Stack object which has filled its internal array. Furthermore, coverage goals
can be infeasible such that there exists no input that would cover them. For example, in Figure
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public class Stack {
  int[] values = new int[3];
  int size = 0;
  void push(int x) {
    if(size >= values.length)

    resize() ;
    if(size < values.length) 
     values[size++] = x;
   }
   int pop() {

  if(size > 0)
    return values[size−−];
  else
    throw new EmptyStackException();

   }
}16
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Figure 3.11: Whole test suite generation example: Some branches are more difficult, others can
be infeasible.

3.11 the false branch of the if condition in line 7 is infeasible. This leads to the question of
how to properly allocate how much of the testing budget (maximum time) is used for each target.
Another issue is, how to redistribute such budget to other uncovered targets when the current
target is covered before its budget is fully consumed.

Note that this approach is concerned with several issues, which the random testing
strategy depicted in Section 3.4 does not even consider. As a result, this strategy prevents wasting
time in unreachable branches. This is one of the facts which makes EVOSUITE outperform
RANDOOP at code coverage, because the latter does not even consider code coverage as a
criterion on the search for tests.

In addition, EVOSUITE includes the total length of a test suite as a secondary optimization
goal. As the stopping conditions are based on coverage achievement, EVOSUITE therefore
minimizes test suites as a post-processing step. This feature enhances test readability and
performance, because the generated test suite is smaller and accordingly the approaches spend
less time to compile and run tests. We know that test suite size is not directly related to
performance. The EVOSUITE test cases are smaller but more robust. However, they are still
faster than RANDOOP, since the latter is not oriented by coverage criteria, during the test
generation it calls the same method several times and there is no minimization algorithm to
minimize the test suite length. As a result, we can have numerous tests checking the same
contract.

To provide further information of how EVOSUITE works we present the Figure 3.12, that
illustrates the main steps in EVOSUITE: It starts by randomly generating a set of initial test suites,
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Figure 3.12: The Whole test suite generation process: A set of randomly generated test suites is
evolved to maximize coverage, and the best result is minimized.

which are evolved using evolutionary search towards satisfying a chosen coverage criterion,
while using the test suite size as a secondary objective. We would say that the EVOSUITE is
equals RANDOOP in its initial phase, however we did not perform a research to ensure that.

To evolve test suites that optimize the chosen coverage criterion, EVOSUITE implements
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [63], that is applied on a population of test suites [48]. The genetic
algorithm is a search technique based on the concept of evolution [36]. The GA repeatedly
modifies a population of individual solutions. At each step, the genetic algorithm selects
individuals at random from the current population to be parents and uses them to produce the
children for the next generation. Over successive generations, the population "evolves" toward
an optimal solution. These individuals are selected for reproduction based on their fitness, i.e.,
an estimation of how close they are to the optimal solution, and with each generation the fitness
improves until a solution is found or the time available are used up. Remembering that, in this
context, it means achieve a hundred percent of code coverage or exceed the maximum time
allowed for test generation.

Finally, before presenting the outcomes to the user, test suites are minimized using a
simple minimization algorithm [10], which attempts to remove each statement one at a time until
all remaining statements contribute to the coverage; this minimization reduces both the number
of test cases as well as their length. EVOSUITE iterates over all individual coverage goals. For
each coverage goal, it randomly selects one test out of the resulting test suite that covers this
goal, and then minimizes this test case with respect to the coverage goal. If a goal is already
covered by a previous minimized test case, then the current analyzed test case is not added to the
test suite. This strategy may not achieve the minimal number of statements in total, but results in
much more readable test cases [47]. Also, as aforementioned in Section 3.4, this feature makes
EVOSUITE better than RANDOOP as well, because the latter is not aware of collateral coverage
[87, 59] due to its lack of heuristics. Worse than that, it creates tests cases until the maximum
time is over, what makes the suites become huge and compromise the approaches performance.
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4
Evaluation

In this chapter we report the results of the analysis we conducted to evaluate the accuracy
and performance of our strategies for improving precision when checking safe evolution of
software product lines. Accuracy and precision defines how effective the approaches are in the
process of identifying the behavioral changes. Therefore, they are more accurate and precise
when they report few false-negatives and false-positives. To obtain the outcomes we discuss in
this chapter, we applied our approaches to evolution steps of two software product lines.

An evolution step stands for two commits randomly selected to denote a small product
line evolution. We need these evolutions steps to assess if our optimized approaches are useful
to provide guidance for developers during the process of maintaining product lines. First, we
characterize the experimental subjects in Section 4.1. In that section we give an overview of the
product lines we used in our analysis and also explain how we find and investigate the evolution
steps. Then, in Section 4.2 we describe the characteristics of the machine we used to run our
approaches and the study settings. Finally, in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, we show the results,
discuss related issues and threats to validity, respectively.

4.1 Subject characterization

To perform our study, we chose two different product lines. We first studied TaRGeT
[103], a product line of test generation tools. It generates functional tests in different formats
from use case specifications written in a structured language. This specification can be also of
different formats, like MS Word, Excel and XML. TaRGeT is a desktop application and uses
Eclipse RCP plug-ins technology [29] to implement some of its features. It has been developed
since 2007 and its current version has 42 implemented features and counts approximately 32,000
LOC [105, 103].

In the first releases, TaRGeT uses the configuration knowledge (see Section 2.1.2) and
the feature model (see Section 2.1.1) in a format compatible with the variability management
tool pure::variants [114]. After a while TaRGeT was restructured to use the Hephaestus tool
[136], to manage its variabilities. It also uses a configuration knowledge with transformations
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Figure 4.1: Selection process of evolution steps.

[18] and a feature model compatible with the Feature Model Plugin [9].
We also analyzed MobileMedia [43], a product line that manipulate photos, music, and

video on mobile devices. It has been implemented in two different versions: (i) an aspect-oriented
Java implementation that uses AspectJ aspects to modularize the product line variabilities; and
(ii) an object-oriented Java implementation that uses conditional compilation to implement
variabilities. MobileMedia was developed on top of another application, called MobilePhoto
[147]. Based on the core implementation of MobilePhoto, it has been refactored and evolved to
incorporate new features in order to address new scenarios and applications along many releases.
Its current implementation has 12 features implemented and counts approximately 3 KLOC.
MobileMedia feature model is compatible with Feature Model Plugin [9] and the configuration
knowledge is compatible with GenArch, a product derivation tool [28].

For both product lines, we have the code of all releases and the whole evolution history
is available in SVN repositories. First, we run a script to randomly select two commits in order
to form an evolution step. We randomly select the evolution steps to avoid bias [145]. Every
possible commit had an equal chance to be selected. No commit is favored or excluded from the
selection process. However, after running our approaches to several evolution steps, we increased
our familiarity with the code of the studied tools and understood our approaches limitations.
Thenceforward, we applied a filter to the randomly selected evolution steps to ignore those that
our approaches would not be able to identify the behavior changes. For instance, lets us consider
an evolutionary step that contains a change related to a textfield event listener [108].
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As our approaches evaluate only the classes below the Graphical User Interface (see
Section 3.3), it makes no sense to run such evolution, because they would not be able to identify
a behavior change that is only visible when analyzing the user interface. In fact, we are interested
in evolution scenarios where there is a chance of the approaches outcomes be divergent, because
we want to know in which scenarios one approach is better than the other and why. This choice
provides guidance to understand and improve the approaches to better support the verification
product lines evolutions. As a result, in this work we use a random sample followed by a filter.

After that, we execute our approaches to check whether these evolution steps preserve
behavior. For instance, a defect correction or a change in a mandatory feature might modify the
behavior of existing products. We analyze the original and the evolved version of the product line
trying to identify behavioral incompatibilities between the products generated by both product
lines. We do that, by comparing different version of assets, feature model and configuration
knowledge systematically and manually, in order to ensure that our approaches are effective. The
approaches store the checking results in a spreadsheet to be after compared with our manual
evaluation conclusions.

Following the product line refinement notion (see Section 2.2), we manually evaluate
these evolution steps to attest if our approaches produced the expected results. The product line
refinement notion allows one to reason about product lines as a whole. Nonetheless, artifacts can
evolve independently. We can rely on properties that justify separate and compositional reasoning
for each product line artifact [24]. For example, the asset mapping refinement compositionality
Theorem [24] states that when only code assets change, we can check the refinement without
verifying FM and CK. We only need to analyze if each changed asset refines its original version.
Therefore, according to this theorem we do not need to evaluate all product configurations to
decide whether evolution is safe.

We used diff tools to show the performed changes in these two commits interval. We
compare different versions of each asset to learn how the developers implemented the changes
aiming to understand the change context and if the evolution preserves behavior. We also relied
on commit comments and revision history annotations present in source files that described the
changes that the developers performed. To illustrate, Figure 4.1 shows commit messages that are
helpful to understand the evolution context. In addition, Javadoc comments are supportive for
achieving code familiarity and understanding.

We evaluated 38 evolution steps, which in this work characterizes our experimental
subjects. All of them consists of product line evolution steps chosen as explained above. 35 of
them were randomly selected from TaRGeT product line and the others 3 evolution steps are
from MobileMedia. In this work, we only consider 35 evolution steps from TaRGeT, because
they were enough to figure out the advantages and drawbacks of each approach as well as its
limitations. We also evaluate only three evolution steps from MobileMedia, because we want to
evaluate the same scenarios analyzed in [42]. Therefore, the only subject randomly selected is
from the Target product line. This amount of evolutionary steps were enough to understand our
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approaches limitations and precision.
As TaRGeT was initially created as a single product [103], we had to find out the range

of commits where we genuinely had a family of software-intensive systems. Being more specific,
we had to discover the first commit on the SVN history where we do not only have source code,
but also mandatory artifacts of software product line such as feature model and configuration
knowledge. To automate this task, we implemented a python script1 to walk through the SVN
commits and check at which point the project had a product line architecture ( “a set of software
systems generated from reusable assets that share common characteristics but are sufficiently
distinct from each other” [113]). After that, we realized that before January 2009, the tool was
not implemented as a product line yet.

When the script finds out the range of commits where we truly have a product line, it
randomly selects a revision within this interval. After that, the script ensures that the selected
revision has not been nominated before and creates a temporary branch to execute the experiment,
which we didactically call, the source product line. On the second step, the script selects another
revision three commits above of the first one and creates the second branch, which we didactically
call the target product line. We set a limit of three commits between the source and the target

version, because otherwise we would have a huge amount of modified classes to evaluate,
which could lead to poor conclusion about the expected results. In addition, we want to check
small-grained transformations to better evaluate our approaches.

To illustrate that, Figure 4.1 shows an example where the first selected revision was
r3233, and as already explained, the revision r3236 is the next one to be selected in order
to form an evolution step. We finally have a product line evolution, and on the last step our
tool automatically runs the approaches for checking behavior compatibility between source

and target versions. Only one person analyze these evolutions and identify which of them are
refinements or not, considering changes in feature model, configuration knowledge and source
code, based on developers’ notes in the SVN commits and using the product line refinement
notion [22].

We aim to compare our approaches performance and effectiveness for checking product
line refinement and then contrast their outcomes with the results we expect after manually
comparing the evolutions steps. Moreover, if an approach is slightly better than the other, the
performance can help us decide what is the best approach or even approaches which need
improvement. In particular, we want to evaluate if our approaches are able to correctly identify
unsafe evolution scenarios and support developers on the task of maintaining a software product
line. Afterwards we statistically compare their performance and analyze if the time spent for
checking is significantly different between them.

In this evaluation, we examined whether our strategies were effective in the process of
identifying the evolutions that introduced behavior changes. As you can see in Section 3.3 and
Section 3.5, our strategies are a novel approach to check evolutions and an integration of a new

1All results and material related to this experiment are available at http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜jra

http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~jra
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Approach
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IC Randoop EvosuiteEIC

IC-Randoop

EIC-Randoop

IC-EvoSuite 

EIC-EvoSuite

Figure 4.2: Approach Combinations.

testing tool, respectively. To evaluate them, we made combinations of two approaches and two
automatic test generation tools as depicted in Figure 4.2. On the figure’s left side, we depict the
two main approaches discussed in this work, Impacted Classes and Extended Impacted Classes.

This figure also shows the two options of automatic test generation tools, feedback-
directed random testing with RANDOOP and whole test suite generation with EVOSUITE. On the
figure’s right side, we have all possible combination of the approaches with these tools. Therefore,
we have four optimized approaches for checking software product line evolutions: IC-RANDOOP,
EIC-RANDOOP , IC-EVOSUITE and EIC EVOSUITE. We apply these four approaches to product
line evolution steps for making sure they are able to identify the unsafe modifications. In other
words, we evaluated if the approaches could help us to identify behavioral changes introduced
by the developers in charge of maintaining product lines.

4.2 Experimental setup

We ran our experiment on an Intel Core i7-3820 processor at 3.6GHz with 32GB of
RAM running a Linux distribution with the 3.2.0-23-generic kernel. The JVM is an OpenJDK,
version 1.6.0 24, configured with a maximum heap of 20GB. We use the command line version
of SAFEREFACTOR2 adapted with two automated test generation tools: RANDOOP [111] and
EVOSUITE [47]. In Section 3.4 and 3.5, we have more details about them.

These tools allows us to set a maximum total time for testing. We defined a budget of 5
minutes for both test generation tools. The tools demonstrated that five minutes is enough to
generate test suites. After this time, RANDOOP starts to generate irrelevant tests for checking the
same contract. In addtion, as our work evaluation is small-grained i.e we analyse few classes, it
was not necessary to allocate more time for test generation. The setting of our transformations
are fine-grained, just about 5 classes are evaluated in each evolution step. This is a very small
number when compared to industrial scenarios. Finally, RANDOOP and EVOSUITE receives as

2We provide these two version of saferefactor in our online appendix http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜jra

http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~jra
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parameter the budget time for generating tests, the modified classes to generate tests for, in case
IC is running or the extended impacted classes in case EIC is running.

EVOSUITE, on the other hand, reaches all code branches before this time, otherwise is
not capable to keep generating tests. We had this perspective in the majority cases. Besides that,
to analyze the product line well-formedness we use the TaRGeT feature model and configuration
knowledge available from its SVN history. We use MobileMedia feature model and configuration
knowledge from its documentation. In OO releases, MobileMedia uses conditional compilation
directives. To deal with conditional compilation, we look for pre-processor directives in the
modified classes and their dependences. Using the feature model and configuration knowledge,
we get all possible combinations for these directives. To handle the conditional compilation
directives, we have Antenna [8] and Velocity [139] pre-processor interagred to our tools to lead
with these two notations. Finally, we pre-process source and target grouped classes for each
combination, and use SAFEREFACTOR for checking behavioral changes.

4.3 Results

In this section we summarize the data we collect and the statistical analyses we perform.
Table 4.1 shows the summary of our experimental outcomes. Each line corresponds to an
experimental subject, which we didactically call an evolution step. The first 35 subjects are
from the TaRGeT product line. The last three subjects are from the MobileMedia product line.
These data are grouped by similar results. However, they were not analyzed in the order they are
presented in Table 4.1, because they were randomly selected. Subjects 1-6 are associated to the
false-negatives of the Impacted Class approach (see Section 3.1). False-negative in this context
means that the approach reports a non-refinement, when in fact there is a refinement.

The manual analysis of these subjects confirms that they have a behavioral change in a
particular method, however this negative change is not widespread to the backward impacted
classes. For instance, we had behavior changes in some methods that are unreachable from
the facade. In other scenarios, some methods only expose the behavior changes when certain
parameters are given as argument, however these parameters are never passed from the facade
classes as well. In other words, these evolution steps have local variations that produce behavioral
changes to itself without spreading out this behavioral change to the upper method call hierarchy,
as we explained in Section 3.2.

To better understand, let’s consider a subject where IC-RANDOOP and IC-EVOSUITE

report a false-negative due to masked-change situations. In such subject, a developer performs
changes in a method responsible for retrieving properties in a java property file. Java properties
file is used to store project configuration data or settings [108]. Configuration values are managed
as key/value pairs. In each pair, the key and value are both String values.

The key is unique and is used to retrieve the value as a variable name is used to retrieve
the variable’s value. In that evolution, a developer adds a conditional structure to verify whether
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the returned value is equal null, because the file might not contain the required property. If
the property is not found, the method throws an exception to inform the user that the property
could not be loaded from the properties file. For this modified method, IC-RANDOOP and
IC-EVOSUITE are capable to generate tests that passes as argument a key that is not present in
the properties file.

Additionally, they create a test oracle [120] to assert if the return value is null. This test
passes in the source method, however it fails when executing the target method, because instead
of returning null, it throws and exception and the testing tools consider it as an error. Therefore,
these methods have different outputs and SAFEREFACTOR reports a behavior incompatibility
between them.

However, when investigating the context where this method is being used, we perceived
that the higher-up classes access this method, but they never pass as argument a non-existent
key in the property file. During this evolution, the developer might be oriented by Test-Driven
Development [69] or being precautious that the modified class clients could pass nonexistent
properties as parameter. Whatever the reason, this behavior change is masked on the backward
impacted classes. As a result, this evolution is safe in a broad context and thus the product line is
a refinement.

In subject 7 to 12, we have false-positives. False-positive in this context means that the
approach reports a refinement, when in fact there is a behavioral change in at least one product
configuration. Our approaches could not expose the behavioral changes due to their limitation in
stressing structurally complex objects and perceiving changes in output files. Test generation for
structurally complex inputs and outputs is one of the major problems. For instance, let’s consider
the testing of a class that processes XML documents.

The TaRGeT product line for example, which is evaluated in this work, generates
functional tests in different formats from use case specifications written in a structured language.
This specification can be also of different formats, like MS Word, Excel and XML. Therefore, the
tool requires structurally complex file inputs and if the file does not satisfy a syntactic or semantic
property of the XML document, the program only reports an error. Consequently, this hinders
greater code coverage. It is important to generate test inputs that check this error-reporting
behavior.

Additionally, we need to check the actual processing, which requires generating test
inputs that satisfy the properties of the kind of XML documents that the program processes.
Another challenge is the creation of complex objects to use as arguments in the method calls.
Let’s suppose a class that implements an abstract data type or even a class that have so many
object attributes and several dependencies. It is hard to exercise all of this objects and find
behavioral incompatibilities.

These situations are currently not handled well by RANDOOP and EVOSUITE. To better
understand, let us consider a subject which the impacted class contains a behavioral change
in a method that loads files and returns a collection of PhoneDocument objects. These objects
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represent the files loaded according to the input document extension. For example if the input is
an XML file, it is loaded using the appropriate XML document extension plug-in. These input
files contain use cases scenarios written in natural language and have a specific format, which
our test generation tools could not generate.

Subjects 13-21 show transformations where all approaches identified the behavioral
changes. Three of them (subject 14, 15, 16) were easily detected in the Safe Composition
verification [135, 37, 80]. Safe composition guarantees that the product derivation process
generates products that still compile, named well-formed (wf) products, keeping the product line
consistent and detecting errors early [134]. It is undesirable to generate invalid products. This
might happen due to errors when designing and implementing a product line. For instance, on
the subject 14, a method call passes four arguments to a method, which has been designed to
receive only three parameters.

This evolution makes the code uncompilable and accordingly our toolset quickly reports
a non-refinement on the safe composition verification step. On the subject 15, the developer
attempts to assign weaker access privileges to overriding methods. This code transformation is
not well-formed because in Java program we cannot override a method and reduce its visibility
[108]. The access modifier of an overriding method must provide at least as much access as the
overridden method. Thereby, our approaches easily detected a Non-Refinement.

On the subject 16, the evolution corrects a mistake that a class implements an abstract
class instead of extend it. This change is correctly performed, however, we have a break in
the code well-formedness, since our approaches verifies the safe composition of both, source

and target product line. Now let us consider a subject with well-formed code, but on the other
hand, contains behavioral changes. In such subject, a developer performed a change in a method
responsible for renaming a document.

To do that, the method receives two String parameters, the name of the file to be renamed
and the required new name. During evolution, the developer modifies the method, adding a
conditional structure to rename only word (.doc) documents. This change broke the observable
behavior of the modified class and of the whole product line as well. To identify the behavior
incompatibilities, our approaches generate a test which the first parameter does not represent
a word document. When SAFEREFACTOR executes this test in source and target classes,
it produces divergent outputs. As a result, SAFEREFACTOR reports a behavior change and
accordingly our approaches state a non-refinement.

In subject 22-38, IC-EVOSUITE plays an outstanding role because it hits in all cases,
excluding the subject 37. However, EIC-EVOSUITE fails in several subjects within that range. In
general, EVOSUITE outstands RANDOOP due to the main reason that the former has an efficient
heuristic approach to guide its search for quality tests. The latter, on the other hand, does not
have a clearly defined stopping criteria. To be more specific, EVOSUITE achieves higher code
coverage than RANDOOP, and greater coverage leads to higher chances of finding behavioral
incompatibilities.
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Another reason is that EVOSUITE effectiveness is not affected by the number of infeasible
targets in the code as we explained in Section 3.5. The work proposed in [48] evaluated
EVOSUITE on five open source libraries and an industrial case study. The authors found that
EVOSUITE achieves up to 18 times the coverage of a traditional approach. This is due to the
fact that EVOSUITE implements an approach that does not produce individual test cases for
individual coverage goals, but instead focuses on test suites targeting an entire coverage criterion.
These facts aforementioned, justify EVOSUITE impressive accuracy when it is the only one that
identifies the behavior changes in subjects from 22 to 26 and again from 31 to 35.

To better understand, let us consider a subject which only IC-EVOSUITE pinpoints the
behavior change. In that subject, a developer evolves a method that takes as parameter a string
and returns a string. After the change, the method does not have the same observable behavior.
However, to perceive that, our approaches need to generate specific string format to be used
as input to the method. This issue leads to the problem of String input generation [91, 2].
“Generating realistic, branch-covering string inputs is a challenging problem, due to the diverse
and complex types of real-world data that are naturally encodable as strings” [91]. In order to
cover a particular program branch, a string may need to satisfy a series of complex conditions
involving regular expressions and substring comparisons. This challenge is currently not handled
well by RANDOOP and EVOSUITE.

To be more specific, they generate string values that look like arbitrary sequences of
characters. As EVOSUITE is driven by branch coverage, it switches the generated string used
for parameters several times until cover the required branch or exceed the available time for
test generation. That’s the reason why IC-EVOSUITE could identify the behavioral change. We
cannot say the same for RANDOOP. Its best generated strings were not enough to perceive the
changes.

Nevertheless, notice that we are not saying that EVOSUITE is better than RANDOOP

regarding String input generation. Both do not treat the problem well, however in this subject
EVOSUITE done better than RANDOOP. EIC-RANDOOP and EIC-EVOSUITE could not identify
the behavior change, because the backward impacted classes analyzed requires test inputs that
satisfy the properties of the kind of XLS documents that the program processes. Hence, the
generated tests are great, however not enough to perceive the fault because they are incapable to
pass a XLS document in such format. In our online appendix3, we provide further details and
explanation to other evolutions steps not described here.

Table 4.1: Experiment outcomes grouped by similar results. However, they were not evaluated
in this order, because they were randomly selected.

Subject IC-RANDOOP EIC-RANDOOP IC-EVOSUITE EIC-EVOSUITE Expected
1 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Ref

3http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜jra

http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~jra
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2 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Ref

3 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Ref

4 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Ref

5 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Ref

6 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Ref

7 Ref Ref Ref Ref Non-Ref

8 Ref Ref Ref Ref Non-Ref

9 Ref Ref Ref Ref Non-Ref

10 Ref Ref Ref Ref Non-Ref

11 Ref Ref Ref Ref Non-Ref

12 Ref Ref Ref Ref Non-Ref

13 Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

14 Non-WF Non-WF Non-WF Non-WF Non-Ref

15 Non-WF Non-WF Non-WF Non-WF Non-Ref

16 Non-WF Non-WF Non-WF Non-WF Non-Ref

17 Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

18 Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

19 Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

20 Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

21 Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

22 Ref Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

23 Ref Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

24 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

25 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

26 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

27 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

28 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

29 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

30 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

31 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

32 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

33 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

34 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

35 Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref

36 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref

37 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Ref Ref

38 Non-Ref Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref Non-Ref
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Figure 4.3: Approaches false-negatives.

The subjects 36-38 are from the MobileMedia product line. Subjects 36 and 38 contains
code transformations that affect the observable behavior of the product line. In both subjects,
only Extended Impacted Classes combined with RANDOOP could not identify the behavioral
changes. As you can see in Table 4.1 the other approaches effectively perceived that the changes
affected the product line users. Subject 37, on the other hand is another case of Impacted Class
false-negative. To contextualize, MobileMedia [43] is a product line to manage multimedia
content (photo, video and audio) on mobile devices.

In subject 37, the developer changes a method responsible for returning the number
of views of a given photo. When the modified class is submitted to SAFEREFACTOR, it finds
behavioral incompatibilities between the original and the evolved method. However, when we
investigated in which part of the code and especially how this method was being used, we realized
that the behavioral change does not negatively affect them. For instance, the changed method
is accessed in a method that sorts photos by number of views. The change was applied in the
method in such way that the photos order is the same before and after the evolution. Therefore,
regarding the final user perspective we have observable behavior compatibility. As a result,
Impacted Classes reports a non-refinement, when in fact there is a refinement.

4.3.1 False Negatives

To analyze which approach combination is better regarding false negatives, we present
the chart depicted in Figure 4.3. In a total of 38 experimental subjects, IC-RANDOOP produced
10.52% of false-negatives and IC-EVOSUITE produced 18.42%.

Extended Impacted Classes outperforms Impacted Classes in regard to false-negatives
due to masked-change situation as we explained in Section 3.2. Even though, EIC did not
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Figure 4.4: Class diagram example where Extended Impacted Classes might produce a false-
negative.

report any false-negative in this experimental sample, there are scenarios where it might happen.
To illustrate that, Figure 4.4 shows a class diagram of a Facade Design Pattern example. As
you can see in the figure, Facade pattern hides the complexities of the system and provides a
unified interface through which the client can access the system [141, 74]. This pattern involves
a single class that contains a set of members that are required by client. In this scenario, we
have an impacted class, which has a behavioral change in a method. Let’s suppose this code
transformation is negatively spread to the facade class and our approaches are able to perceive
this change even in such level.

Nonetheless, above the facade class we have Graphical User Interface classes and a
validation class associated with them. If the change performed on the subsystem class removes a
contract double implemented on the validation class or even inside the Graphical User Interface,
EIC would report a false-negative. The behavioral change introduced in the method affects the
facade of the system. However the whole product line is a refinement, since this negative change
is masked in the validation class as illustrate by the checkbox. We could not find this situation
in our experimental subject, because TaRGeT and MobileMedia do not have a validation class
associated with the Graphical User Interface.

4.3.2 False Positives

To analyze which approach combination is better regarding false positives, we present
the chart depicted in Figure 4.5. False-positive means that the approach reports a refinement,
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when in fact there is a behavioral change in at least one product configuration. As you can see
IC-EVOSUITE has the lowest number of false-positives with only 15.78%. When analyzing the
randomly selected evolution steps evaluated in this work (see Table 4.1), we realized that the
majority part of them contains modified basic classes, i.e. classes that implement further inner
layers. These classes are usually easier to evaluate and as EVOSUITE has an exceptional accuracy,
when it is plugged into Impacted Classes, they jointly outperforms the other approaches.

On the other hand, EIC-RANDOOP achieves the highest position with 57.89% of false-
positives. It reaches a peak, because Extended Impacted Class frequently faces the structurally
complex object problem aforementioned. Additionally, RANDOOP limitations contributes to
its precision decrease (see Section 3.4). EIC-EVOSUITE has almost the same results as IC-
RANDOOP. They have a slightly difference of false-positives, 42.10% against 44.73%, respec-
tively. There is no tendency for EIC-EVOSUITE outperforms IC-RANDOOP. To ensure this trend,
we need to better evaluate them to assure that, because in this experimental sample their results
difference is insignificant.

In addition, our experimental sample outcomes show that EVOSUITE is always better
than RANDOOP. It means, when the former fail, the latter do as well. This leads us to believe
that in all cases if EVOSUITE is incapable to expose a behavioral incompatibility, RANDOOP

will be as well. Notice that these statements are based on our experimental sample. We do not
know how Randoop and Evosuite can behave to other scenarios. To achieve generality we need
to enhance diversity and representativeness of our sample and thus better evaluate these tools
comparison [99]. The word ‘failures’ we mention in this paragraph stand for false-positives and
false-negatives of the approaches combined with RANDOOP or EVOSUITE. RANDOOP produced
45 failures against 30 of EVOSUITE. RANDOOP failures exceed the sample size (see Table 4.1)
because when IC-RANDOOP and EIC-RANDOOP fail in the same subject (evolution step) we
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count two failures.
In Figure 4.6 we depict a performance comparison chart of all approaches. The chart

clearly shows which the most expensive approaches are. EIC-RANDOOP visibly spends more
time than all other approaches to check the evolution steps depicted in Table 4.1. For example,
the data show that on average EIC-RANDOOP is 2 times slower than IC-EVOSUITE. When
comparing EIC-RANDOOP with the other approaches, it is slower more than one time. EIC-
EVOSUITE is the second most expensive approach. On the other hand, IC-EVOSUITE is the
cheapest one. As you can see the Extended Impacted Classes spends more time than the Impacted
Classes approach. Figure 4.6 shows that the EIC-RANDOOP is over IC-RANDOOP.

The same happens, when we compare EIC-EVOSUITE with IC-EVOSUITE. In addition,
our data confirm that in average EIC-RANDOOP is slower than IC-RANDOOP by a factor of 1.5
and EIC-EVOSUITE is slower than IC-EVOSUITE by a factor of 1.7. This brings to mind the idea
that is not the testing tools that compromises the approaches performance, but instead of that,
their own implementation. However, when we compare IC-RANDOOP against IC-EVOSUITE and
EIC-RANDOOP against EIC-EVOSUITE, we notice that if RANDOOP is plugged in the approach,
it spends more time.

To confirm that, our data show that in average IC-EVOSUITE is faster than IC- RANDOOP

by a factor 1.40 and EIC-EVOSUITE is faster than EIC-RANDOOP by a factor of 1.22. Therefore,
we can generalize as follows: If we compare IC against EIC with the same testing tool in
both, EIC spends more time. If we compare RANDOOP against EVOSUITE, the approach with
RANDOOP spends more time. We better discuss it in Section 4.4.

Figure 4.6 shows the outcomes of the statistical test we conducted to verify whether
the time spent to check product line evolutions were significantly different between the four
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approaches. First, we are interested in testing hypotheses about the mean of our sample. In this
context, most statistical methods assume an underlying distribution in the derivation of their
results [129, 104]. However, when we assume that our data follow a specific distribution we are
taking a serious risk.

If such distribution does not hold, then the results obtained may be invalid. For example,
the confidence levels of the confidence intervals or hypotheses tests implemented [58] may be
completely off. One way to deal with this problem is checking the distribution assumptions
carefully. There are many situations where experimenters need to know about the distribution
of the population of their interest [86]. If they want to use a parametric test it is often assumed
that the population under investigation follows a normal distribution. For example, traditional
parametric tests, based on Student’s t-Test [83] distribution is obtained under the hypothesis that
the population follows a normal distribution [126].

Therefore, the first step we take in our analysis is to assess our data normality in order to
decide what statistical test we have to use. To evaluate that, we use the One-Sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov Test. The one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a nonparametric procedure that
determines whether a sample of data comes from a specific distribution, i.e., normal, uniform,
Poisson, or exponential distribution [11]. We conducted this test and we found that it does not
provide enough evidence to consider that the data follow a normal distribution. In this case, we
have to use a nonparametric test. Nonparametric tests are sometimes called distribution-free
tests because they are based on fewer assumptions (e.g., they do not assume that the outcome is
approximately normally distributed) [126].

Therefore, we use the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank statistical test to determine if
there were any statistical significance differences between the times spent for each approach. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used when comparing
two related samples, matched samples, or repeated measurements on a single sample to assess
whether their population mean ranks differ [143]. The Wilcoxon test can be used as an alternative
to the paired Student’s t-test [83], when the population cannot be assumed to be normally
distributed [72].

In the first line of the Table 4.2, we have the set of alternative hypotheses that we want to
test with 95% of confidence level. The symbol (<) means that the left approach has a significant
time lower than the right side approach, and accordingly the symbol (>) means that the left
approach has a significant time greater than the right side approach. To save space, we made
some abbreviations, ‘r’ abbreviates RANDOOP and ‘e’ abbreviates EVOSUITE. ‘IC’ shortens
Impacted Classes and ‘EIC’ curtails Extended Impacted Classes. As you can see, all alternative
hypothesis are accepted in 5 out of 5 experiment executions.

A result is considered to be statistically significant if the p-value is lower than 0.05. If
the P value is lower than 0.05, we can reject the idea that the difference is due to chance, and
conclude instead that the populations have different medians. In the case of the p-value is greater
than 0.05, the data do not give us any reason to conclude that the overall medians differ. This is
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not the same as saying that the medians are the same. We just have no compelling evidence that
they differ [126].

When Impacted Classes is compared to Extended Impacted Classes considering the same
test generation tool plugged-in both approaches, we realize that Extended Impacted Classes has
a significant time greater than Impacted Classes as you can see on the first and the last column.
However, when we compare Impacted Classes against Extended Impacted Classes with different
testing tools, we notice that RANDOOP compromises the approaches performance making them
slower (see third and fourth column). This also happens when we compare one approach with
itself and just switch the test generation tool (see second and fifth column). We better discuss
these outcomes in Section 4.4.
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Table 4.2: Outcomes of Wilcoxon Statistical Test: evaluation of performance data.

IC[r]<EIC[r] IC[r]>IC[e] IC[r]>EIC[e] EIC[r]>IC[e] EIC[r]>EIC[e] IC[e]<EIC[e]
0.01554 6.921e-08 0.001722 6.616e-09 4.776e-05 0.001584

0.003143 1.83e-07 0.003848 7.944e-09 6.721e-05 0.0005733

0.01659 2.908e-07 0.002952 2.607e-08 0.0002059 0.003296

0.03531 4.825e-07 0.004767 4.023e-08 0.0002407 0.003144

0.01418 7.955e-05 0.01935 4.058e-06 0.001905 0.01476

4.3.3 Code Coverage

In addition, to be able to check which test generation tool is better regarding code
coverage, we also statically compare code coverage of the four approaches. We analyzed the
code line coverage of the tests randomly generated by RANDOOP and EVOSUITE using EMMA,
an open-source toolkit for measuring and reporting Java code coverage [121]. To collect coverage
data, for each evolution step described in Table 4.1, we consider all modified classes after the
evolution.

We could consider the coverage data of the classes before the evolution, but the difference
is insignificant. To avoid bias, we collected data coverage in the classes after the evolution for
all subjects. If more than one class is impacted, we take an arithmetic average of its coverage
values. In Figure 4.7 we provide a coverage comparison chart of all approaches. This chart is
missing three pairs. In Table 4.1 they are illustrated as pairs 14, 15 and 16. In these evolutions
pairs, the developer breaks code well-formedness making the products uncompilable. Hence, we
cannot apply SAFEREFACTOR for them and thus we have no impacted class analyzed and no
coverage data.

When analyzing the chart, we see that IC-EVOSUITE has the highest code coverage.
IC-RANDOOP produces great code coverage as well, but not great as IC-EVOSUITE. In average
IC-EVOSUITE coverage is higher than IC-RANDOOP by a factor of 1.35. On the other hand,
EIC-RANDOOP has the lowest code coverage. In addition, our data show that in average
EIC-RANDOOP coverage is 2 times lower than IC-EVOSUITE.

When comparing EIC-RANDOOP with the other approaches, it is slower more than one
time. As you can see in subjects 7-12, we had a considerable decrease of code coverage due to
the approaches limitation in stress structurally complex objects and perceive changes in output
files as we aforementioned. Another problem is when we have a behavioral change in a private
method. Our testing tools do not generate tests for private methods, what leads to decrease
in code coverage and accuracy. There are public methods that access these private methods,
however when the former are in higher-up hierarchy classes, it is more difficult to perceive the
behavior changes. In subject 12 we have a better coverage, however the approaches could not
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Figure 4.7: Code coverage data of all approaches.

identify the change because it has a complex objects with so many forward dependencies.
We believe that as higher the coverage is, the more effective is the approach, since

achieving higher coverage likely leads to higher probability of finding behavior incompatibilities
[50, 149]. To be able to investigate that, we conducted a T-Student statistical test and now
we present its outcomes in Table 4.3. The T-Student test is a parametric test used in statistics
to compare two or more independent samples. This test verifies the existence of statistically
signicant difference between the metric averages of these samples [83]. Our intent is to determine
whether there is enough evidence to "accept" the hypothesis on the left column of the Table 4.3.

Our conjecture are simplified with the symbols (>) and (<). The symbol (<) means
that the left approach has a significant code coverage lower than the right side approach, and
accordingly the symbol (>) means that the left approach has a significant coverage greater than
the right side approach. As you can see analyzing the p-value, the majority of our hypothesis
has been accepted. The only one rejected is indicated with an asterisk. When we compare one
approach with itself and just switch the test generation tool, the t-student test provide us evidence
that EVOSUITE outperforms RANDOOP in code coverage (forth and last line).

In fact, when we turn our attention exclusively to the comparison of RANDOOP with
EVOSUITE, in three out of four cases we had enough evidence that EVOSUITE has higher code
coverage than RANDOOP (see the last three lines). Moreover, when we compare Impacted
Classes against Extended Impacted Classes with the same testing tool plugged in both, we note
that there is also statistical meaning difference between their coverage data (see first and second
line). Actually, when comparing IC against EIC, in three out of four cases, IC yields superior
coverage than EIC. These data confirms our expectation that EVOSUITE achieves higher code
coverage than RANDOOP and IC reaches greater coverage than EIC as well.

Table 4.3: Outcomes of T-Student Statistical Test: evaluation of coverage data.
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Hypothesis P-Values
IC-RANDOOP > EIC-RANDOOP 0.008347

IC-EVOSUITE > EIC-EVOSUITE 0.004043

IC-RANDOOP > EIC-EVOSUITE * 0.2959 *

IC-EVOSUITE > IC-RANDOOP 0.02259

IC-EVOSUITE > EIC-RANDOOP 9.975e-06

EIC-EVOSUITE > EIC-RANDOOP 0.01827

4.4 Discussion

In this section, we interpret and discuss the results of our optimized approaches for
checking product line evolutions. Additionally, we justify the outcomes presented in the previous
section. Our experimental sample shows that it is more difficult to perceive behavior changes
on the backward impacted classes, because they usually have complex object associations and
specific file dependencies which satisfy particular syntactic and semantic properties. Moreover,
neither EVOSUITE nor RANDOOP supports test generation for structurally complex inputs files.
Therefore, EIC indicates a slight difference of false-positives between both tools, because they
have this common limitation and face the same challenges. Additionally, it might also occur in
IC, but in smaller scale as the data confirms.

The reason why IC-EVOSUITE has more false-negatives than IC-RANDOOP is because
RANDOOP does not directly aim at code coverage. EVOSUITE, on the other hand, drives its
search to obtain the highest achievable coverage. As achieving greater coverage leads to higher
chances of finding behavioral incompatibilities, including the ones that are masked by other parts
of the system, IC-EVOSUITE produced more false-negatives than IC-RANDOOP.

To confirm that, our experiment outcomes show strong statistical evidence that the IC-
EVOSUITE yields significantly better coverage when compared to IC-RANDOOP. Furthermore,
the data show that in average the coverage of the former is 2 times higher than the latter. For
more information, see Figure 4.7. In Setion 4.3 we also provide details of the statistical test we
conducted for comparing the code coverage and how the coverage data was collected.

In Figure 4.8 we provide an overview of the approaches comparison. On the figure left
side, we have the false-negative, false-positive and hits of each approach. On the figure right
side, we have a performance podium, which depicts the approaches ranking of the time spent
for checking the evolution steps. The approach in the first position had the shortest time and
accordingly the approach in the last position had the highest time for checking the evolution
steps.

IC-EVOSUITE has the majority hits in checking product lines. Additionally, it has the
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Figure 4.8: Approach Comparison.

lowest number of false-positives and the shortest time when checking the evolution steps. On the
other hand, IC-EVOSUITE produces more false-negatives. EIC-EVOSUITE solves this problem
reducing false-negatives, however, it takes more time to check the evolution and yields more
false-positives than IC-EVOSUITE. IC-RANDOOP has lesser false-negatives than IC-EVOSUITE

and hits almost as many as EIC-RANDOOP. Moreover, IC-RANDOOP produces false-positives
as many as EIC-RANDOOP, but the latter is the approach that takes more time to check the
evolutions.

When we compare IC-RANDOOP with IC-EVOSUITE, we realize that the former has
lesser false-negatives than the latter, however it produces more false-positives, has lesser hits
and takes more time for checking the evolutions steps. When comparing EIC-RANDOOP with
EIC-EVOSUITE, we recognize that the latter hits more and yields lesser false-positives. After
these comparisons, we can notice that when the approach is associated with EVOSUITE, it is
more accurate and more efficient. This is due to the fact that RANDOOP produces larger test
suites in comparison to EVOSUITE.

As a result, the approach with RANDOOP takes more time to compile and run the
tests. Consequently it affects the approaches performance. Another trend we recognized in
the experiment outcomes is that Impacted Classes spend less time to check the evolution than
Extended Impacted Classes. This is due to the additional time that EIC spend to find the backward
impacted classes (see Algorithm 2).

The outcomes show that no approach strongly stands out, each one is better in different
scenarios. IC outperforms EIC when the latter has to expose failures in structurally complex
objects and EIC surpass the former in masked-change situations. For this reason, we are
considering as a future work, to design a hybrid solution to check backward impacted classes
one level below of components which require complex objects as input. This strategy might
output better results.

Another trend we identified is that MobileMedia evolution steps spent more time to
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be evaluated than TaRGeT evolution steps. This is due to the fact that MobileMedia uses
preprocessor directives to handle its variabilities [53]. A conditional compilation tag doubles the
time for checking a class evolution, because SAFEREFACTOR has to analyze the class when the
tag is evaluated as true and when the tag is evaluated as false. MobileMedia has several i f de f

tags and this implies an analysis of a large amount of subproducts.
After presenting our experimental outcomes and discussing them, we figure out that we

could run IC-EVOSUITE for an evolution step and depending on the result we could run another
approach. IC-EVOSUITE hit in several subjects (see Section 4.3), however it produced many
false-negatives. Therefore, when running IC-EVOSUITE, if it reports a non-refinement, we could
run EIC-EVOSUITE to double check the evolution.

If EIC-EVOSUITE reports a refinement we consider the evolution as a refinement, since
IC-EVOSUITE produces more false-negatives than EIC-EVOSUITE. On the other hand, if EIC-
EVOSUITE reports a non-refinement, we increase our confidence that the evolution is not safe
and we must inform the developer about that. Finally, if IC-EVOSUITE reports a refinement, we
increase our confidence that the evolution is really safe and the developer can keep going on with
its maintenance task. Notice that this approach would be more expensive, because in some cases
we would need to run two approaches (IC-EVOSUITE and EIC-EVOSUITE). On the other hand,
we might increase accuracy.

4.5 Threats to Validity

There are several limitations to this study. In this section, we discuss all threats that might
have an impact on the validity of our experiment outcomes. This includes threats to construct
validity (see Subsetion 4.5.1), threats to internal validity (see Subsetion 4.5.2) and threats to
external validity (see Subsetion 4.5.3).

4.5.1 Construct validity

Construct validity refers to the degree to which the operationalization of the measures
in a study actually represents the constructs in the real world [127]. In other words, construct
validity is the extent to which a measure correlates with the theorized construct that it purports to
measure [125]. For example, the number of courses taken at the university in computer science
may be a poor measure of the subject’s experience in a programming language, i.e. has poor
construct validity. The number of years of practical use may be a better measure, i.e. has better
construct validity [144]. In our work we want to check whether an evolution of software product
line is safe.

Being more specific, we want to attest that the evolved product line is able to generate
products that behaviorally match the original ones. To do that, our approaches use an imple-
mentation of SAFEREFACTOR integrated with RANDOOP and EVOSUITE for comparing classes
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behavior. This leads to two threats to construct validity. First, as our approaches are optimized to
improve performance in the evolution checking, their analysis is on class level.

Therefore, they approximate the verification that the evolved product line products are
behaviorally correspondent to the original product line products. Although our approaches
focus on testing for behavioral compatibility only classes, they generalize the outcomes to the
whole product line. These conclusions might be error-prone. Second, RANDOOP and EVOSUITE

produces great test, but they are still immature and have several limitations [111, 47].
In addition, notice that the testing approach approximates the behavioral preservation

checking, since testing can only show the presence of faults, but never their absence [38]. In
other words, testing does not explore the code completely, thus it cannot guarantee behavior
preservation. As a consequence, this also approximates product line refinement checking. To
check refinements, we could use formal proofs. However it could be expensive since they are
time consuming and only experienced people can do them [44].

4.5.2 Internal validity

Internal validity is the degree to which a study establishes the cause-and-effect rela-
tionship between the treatment and the observed outcome [125]. Internal validity is important
because we want to be able to say that the conclusions we made in this work accurately reflect
what we were studying. In our context, threats to internal validity are influences that can affect
the measured execution time or the results of our approaches. When running our approaches for
the subjects depicted in Table 4.1, we use the same machine to avoid influences in the measures
(see experimental setup details in Section 4.2).

Furthermore, we repeated five times the execution of each approach for each pair and the
time outcomes that we present in this work is the mean of the executions for each pair. In addition,
all randomly chosen commits were analyzed according to the Theory of Refinement (see Section
2.2). However, the manual analysis performed in our evaluation to define the expected result
may be error prone. Additionally, the fact that only one person made the manual analysis, might
compromise the expected results (see last column of Table 4.1).

To prevent that some mistake compromises the experiment, after the analysis all pairs
were reviewed and the results of the manual analysis have been double certified. In other product
lines domains, it may be harder to understand the logic of the product line and define whether
the change preserves behavior. Moreover, Java semantics is complex. Even formal refactoring
tools may fail to identify whether a transformation preserves behavior [131].

4.5.3 External validity

Threats to external validity are conditions that limit our ability to generalize the results of
our experiment to industrial practice [125]. In this work, the pairs of source and target versions
we got in TaRGeT’s SVN were randomly selected. Every commit pair has an equal chance of
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being selected for the sample, and the selections are independent, i.e. they do not affect each
other. On the other hand, the code evolution performed in MobileMedia subjects were proposed
in [42].

We cannot guarantee that those pairs are representative enough for transformations
applied in other product lines. In addition, the evolution steps (source and target) we randomly
selected in TaRGeT’s SVN are just three commits of distance from each other. In a context of
software product line maintenance, this distance might be much superior and consequently the
number of impacted classes too.
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5
Conclusions

In this work, we propose strategies for improving precision of optimized approaches
when checking safe evolution of software product lines. To implement them, we rely on a
formal refinement notion proposed by Borba et al. [21, 24]. To evaluate these strategies, we
conduct an experiment to analyze evolution steps of TaRGeT and MobileMedia product lines
available in version control repositories. We use these evolutions steps to assess if our optimized
approaches are useful to provide guidance for developers during the process of maintaining
product lines. Nonetheless, our main interest is to find out in which situation one approach
is better than the other and understand the reasons. This allows us to design better-optimized
approaches for checking product line evolutions. We also perform a statistical analysis to verify
whether the time spent to check product line evolutions were significantly different between
our approaches combinations. Additionally, we analyze whether their code coverage data have
statistical meaning difference.

The experiment’s outcomes suggests that no approach strongly stands out. One approach
can be better than the other depending on the type of evolution. To be more specific, the charac-
teristics of the code where the developer performed the change may influence the approaches
precision. We found that IC outperforms EIC when the latter has to expose behavior incompati-
bilities in structurally complex objects and EIC surpass the former in masked-change situations.
We also have evidence that Extended Impacted Classes spends more time than Impacted Classes
when checking the evolutions due to the additional time to compute the backward dependencies.
For example, the data show that on average EIC-RANDOOP is 2 times slower than IC-EVOSUITE.
EIC-EVOSUITE is the second most expensive approach. On the other hand, IC-EVOSUITE is
the cheapest one. Moreover, when comparing IC-RANDOOP against IC-EVOSUITE and EIC-
RANDOOP against EIC-EVOSUITE, we notice that RANDOOP makes the approach spend more
time. RANDOOP generates much more tests per second1 than EVOSUITE. This large amount of
tests compromises the approaches performance, because they spend more time to compile and
run these tests.

Furthermore, the efficient heuristic approach to guide search for quality tests makes

1All results and material related to this experiment are available at http://www.cin.ufpe.br/˜jra.

http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~jra
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EVOSUITE Better than RANDOOP as a test generation tool. Our experimental sample shows that
when the former fail, the latter do as well. We can conclude that if EVOSUITE is incapable to
expose a behavioral incompatibility, RANDOOP will be as well. In addition, when comparing IC
against EIC, in the majority combinations of approaches with testing tools, IC yields superior
coverage than EIC. We confirmed our expectation that EVOSUITE achieves higher code coverage
than RANDOOP and IC reaches greater coverage than EIC as well. We also found that IC-
EVOSUITE has the highest code coverage. IC-RANDOOP produces great code coverage as well,
but not great as IC-EVOSUITE. In average IC-EVOSUITE coverage is higher than IC-RANDOOP

by a factor of 1.35. On the other hand, EIC-RANDOOP has the lowest code coverage. Finally,
our data show that in average EIC-RANDOOP coverage is 2 times lower than IC-EVOSUITE.
When comparing EIC-RANDOOP with the other approaches, it is slower more than one time.
Nevertheless, branch-covering string inputs are yet a problem not well handed by both testing
tools.

In Section 5.1 we discuss related works and next in Section 5.2, we present possible
future works that can be implemented to extend our contributions.

5.1 Related Work

Opdyke [106] proposes refactorings as behavior-preserving program transformations to
support the iterative design of object-oriented application frameworks. Initially, the definition
supported the iterative design of object-oriented application frameworks. In practice, they
evaluate behavior preservation by successive compilation and tests. Opdyke compares the
observable behavior of two programs with respect to the main method (a method in common). If
it is called twice (source and target programs) with the same set of inputs, the resulting set of
output values must be the same. In our work, SAFEREFACTOR checks the observable behavior
considering only generated tests for common methods. If the source and target programs have
different results for the same input, they do not have the same behavior.

Teixeira et al. [134] proposes an approach for the verification of safe composition of
product lines, based on translating FM and CK to propositional logic and using SAT solvers for
the analysis. Safe composition guarantees that the product derivation process generates products
that still compile, named well-formed (wf) products, keeping the product line consistent and
detecting errors early [134, 135]. To do the Safe Composition verification, we use the imple-
mentation proposed by Ferreira et al. [42] that translate both feature model and configuration
knowledge into propositional formulas. In that work, they use a SAT solver [66, 67] to evaluate
whether a given product line is valid or not. Using the translated feature model and configuration
knowledge, it is possible to verify whether a product line is valid or not, checking whether all
valid product configurations given by feature model satisfies the implementation constraints
given by the configuration knowledge [134].

Lahiri et al. [81] proposes SymDiff, a language-agnostic tool for equivalence checking
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and displaying semantic (behavioral) differences over imperative programs. SymDiff operates
on programs in an intermediate verification language Boogie, for which translations exist from
various source languages such as C, C and x86. Boogie is an imperative language consisting of
assignments, assertions, control-flow and procedure calls. SymDiff takes as input two loop-free
Boogie programs and a configuration file that matches procedures, globals, and constants from
the two programs. SymDiff can complement syntactic diff tools such as WinDiff and GNU Diff
on one hand, and regression testing based change validation (that provides limited coverage) on
the other. Therefore, we could replace our AST comparator for Symdiff since the latter goes
beyond finding only modified classes during evolution.

Mongiovi et al. [97] proposes SafeRefactorImpact, a tool to evaluate whether a refac-
toring is safe through impact analysis. The tool analyzes the transformation and generates tests
only for the methods impacted by a transformation. SafeRefactorImpact’s goal is to analyze the
original and modified programs, and yield the set of methods impacted by the change. First, it de-
composes a coarse-grained transformation into smaller transformations. For each small-grained
transformation, it identifies the set of impacted methods. Then, SafeRefactorImpact collects
the union of the impacted methods set of each small-grained transformation. Moreover, it also
identifies the methods that exercise an impacted method directly or indirectly. Finally, we yield
the set of impacted methods by the transformation, which is the union of directly and indirectly
impacted methods. Mongiovi et al. found that SafeRefactorImpact detects behavioral changes
that SafeRefactor could not detect [97]. Moreover, SafeRefactorImpact is less dependent on
the time limit passed to the automatic test suite generator than SafeRefactor. Due to the change
impact analysis, SafeRefactorImpact reduces the number of methods passed to the automatic test
suite generator compared to SafeRefactor.

Alves et al. [7] extend the traditional notion of refactoring to software product line
context. In that work, they present a catalog of sound refactorings for feature models. In
this context, Borba et al. [20, 21, 24] initially proposes the formalization of the product line
refinement notion. They also illustrate different kinds of refinement transformation templates that
can be useful for deriving and evolving product lines. According to their definition, in a product
line refinement, the resulting product line must be able to generate products that behaviorally
match the original product line products (not necessarily the same configurations). In addition,
they propose an extended version of this previous formalization, where they explore a number
of properties that justify stepwise and compositional evolution of product line artifacts. They
prove the formalization and its properties with a theorem prover. To implement our optimized
approaches, we rely on the refinement properties presented in these works.

Jin et al. [110, 71, 109] propose Bert, a tool based on behavioral regression testing.
Given two versions of a program, Bert identifies behavioral differences between the two versions
of a program through dynamical analysis, in three steps. First, it generates a large number of
test inputs that focus on the changed parts of the code. Second, it runs the generated test inputs
on the old and new versions of the code and identifies differences in the tests’ behavior. Third,
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it analyzes the identified differences and presents them to the developers. A challenge of the
technique is the change of method signatures from one version to the next. The tool cannot
executed the same unit test case on both versions. This tool is very similar to SAFEREFACTOR

[132], which we use in our work.
Ren et al. [118, 119] propose Chianti, a change impact analysis tool for Java that is

implemented in the context of the Eclipse [107] environment. Chianti analyzes two versions of
an application and decomposes their difference into a set of atomic changes. An atomic change is
a minimal source code change, in such way it cannot be decomposed into other atomic changes
[84]. The tool reports change impact in terms of affected unit tests whose execution behavior
have been modified by the applied changes. For each affected test, Chianti also determines a set
of affecting changes that were responsible for the test’s modified behavior. The primary goal of
their research is to provide programmers with tool support that can help them understand why a
test is suddenly failing after a long editing session by isolating the changes responsible for the
failure.

Santelices and Harrold [68] propose a technique for deriving the probability that the
change of one statement has an impact on another given statement. To do that, they rely on
program slicing [142], an approach that determines which statements in a program affect or are
affected by another statement. This information helps developers design and test their changes.
As a change does not affect all statements with the same probability, we could use this technique
to warn developers about the “most impacted” parts of the product line. Unfortunately, this
technique is imprecise in the sense that it produces large sets of potentially affected statements
limiting its usefulness.

Taneja et al. discuss eXpress as an approach to generate test cases for every program path
that exercises a changed statement [133]. They propose a guided path exploration approach that
avoids exploring irrelevant paths and gives priority to more promising paths in terms of detecting
behavioral differences. This strategy optimizes the search for quality tests. Similarly, in this
work we have EVOSUITE, a testing tool that evolves whole test suites with the aim of covering
all coverage goals at the same time. This strategy prevents the tool spends all its available time
trying to generate tests for unreachable branches.

Qi et al. [115] propose an automatic test generation solution to the problem of generating
test cases that can stress the effect of a given change. They use dynamic symbolic execution
[148] to generate a test input, which stresses the change. The technique ensures that the generated
test reaches the change and its effect is observable in the output. To construct a change-reaching
input, the technique uses distance in control-dependency graph [128] to guide path exploration
towards the change. Then, the technique identifies the common programming patterns that may
prevent a given change from affecting the program’s output. For each of these patterns they
propose methods to tune the change-reaching input into an input that reaches the change and
propagates the effect of the change to the output.

Heider et al. [60] use regression tests to determine whether existing product configu-
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rations and generated product outputs can be re-derived without unexpected changes. Their
approach is similar to our work because they analyze the product line evolutions using unit tests.
Besides generating unit tests, our approaches optimize the checking with refinement properties.

Critchlow et al. [33] discuss refactoring in Product Line Architectures (PLAs) in terms
of high-level components and connectors. This work presents metrics for diagnosing structural
problems in a PLA, and introduces a set of architectural refactoring frequently used to solve
these problems. Besides being specific to architectural assets, this work does not deal with other
product line artifacts such as feature models and configuration knowledge. There is also no
notion of behavior preservation for product lines, as we capture in this work with the theory of
product line refinement.

Besides product Line Architectures, there are related work to Dynamic Software Product
Line (DSPL). This kind of approaches extends existing product line engineering approaches by
moving their capabilities to runtime [61]. Our approaches have not been designed to analyze
evolution steps in the context of dynamic software product lines. However they can be adapted
to work in this context. In this case, we are not necessarily dealing with a whole product line
in the traditional sense, but we may perceive the whole DSPL as a single system, adapting its
behavior when variability is rebound during operation. Therefore, to evaluate evolution scenarios
in dynamic software product lines, we need to handle an additional artifact that manages behavior
variability during products execution.

Neves et al. [102] investigated product line evolutions scenarios and described safe
evolutions templates. These templates are generic transformations that developers must apply
when maintaining software product lines. They specify transformations that go beyond program
refactoring notions. They provide support for product lines evolutions, which requires reusable
assets that not necessarily correspond to valid programs, and extra required artifacts such as
feature model and configuration knowledge. However, using these templates, developers do not
check behavior preservation after changes. We believe our tools could complement the usage of
these templates, checking behavior preservation after transformations.

Kim et al. [77] explore the concept that we can reduce efforts in testing a software product
line by ignoring unrelated features to the code transformation. They found that for a given test
case there are only a subset of features related to such test case. They apply conventional static
program analysis techniques to find irrelevant features for a given test. This approach decreases
the combinatorial number of products to examine, without reducing its ability to find behavioral
incompatibilities. Similarly, our approaches optimizes the behavior-preserving checking. They
only evaluate classes related to the change avoiding huge amount of products not affect by the
change.
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5.2 Future Work

We evaluate our tools using product lines in desktop and mobile context, based on Eclipse
RCP plugins and J2ME. We believe our tools can be useful in more contexts. Therefore, we
plan to evaluate them in more case studies in different scenarios. Moreover, we aim at proposing
new optimizations based on other behavioral preservation properties [21, 24] to enhance the
performance of our approaches. Furthermore, we could create a new approach, such as Impacted
Features where given a code evolution, we identify features impacted by the change and generate
tests for them in order to find behavior differences. Additionally, we could have a variation of
this approach giving priority to the most impacted features. To achieve that, we can rely on the
work proposed by Kim et. al [77]. In this context, we could consider only features whose code is
reachable from the test’s entry point, reducing the time spent for compiling and executing test to
irrelevant features. Afterwards, we could evaluate these new optimized approaches and compare
them with the existing ones.

Test generation for structurally complex objects frequently hinders Extended Impacted
Classes to expose behavioral incompatibilities in high hierarchy level. Thus, we could design a
hybrid solution to check backward impacted classes one level below of components that require
complex objects as input. This strategy might output better results. Moreover, our analysis
provided enough evidence that EVOSUITE is superior to Randop, thus we could associate the
former with other approaches proposed by Ferreira et al. [42] and evaluate them.

EIC generates test suite for the closest classes to the User Interface as possible, but
sometimes these tests do not reach the methods where the developer performed the changes. This
drawback decreases the approach precision. Additionally, the generated tests should propagate
the semantic effect of the exercised change to the output. Therefore, we could implement an
approach based on symbolic execution to make sure the generated tests exercise the code change
and the effect of them is thoroughly tested as well. To do that, we could rely on the work
proposed by Qi et al. [115]. Finally, we also plan to develop an Eclipse plugin version of our
tools. Using Eclipse plugins, we can make our tools more accessible for developers that want to
check refinement in product lines.
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